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Hurricanes end three-game slide with 3-0 victory over Blue Jackets  

By Chip Alexander  

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour was asked 
Monday morning if he sensed any panic with his team caught 
in a three-game winless streak. 

Panic? Brind’Amour, seemingly irritated, responded by 
saying he believed the Canes had played well much of the 
time, especially in the past two games against Columbus, 
just not gotten the right bounces or made the key plays.  

It all went the Canes’ way Monday against the Blue Jackets 
in a convincing 3-0 road victory at Nationwide Arena. 

“I felt really good about our game. We had one iffy period,” 
Brind’Amour said after the game. “Tonight was a solid effort 
all the way around. We got some nice plays that we don’t 
always cash in but tonight they did. We had a lot of guys 
contribute. Everybody played well.” 

Defenseman Brady Skjei, who had not scored this season, 
scored his first as a Hurricane. Jesper Fast scored. Martin 
Necas, playing in his 100th NHL game, scored off a nice 
give-and-go with Sebastian Aho, who had two assists. 

Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic, playing in his home state, did the 
job in net, notching his second career shutout and his 
second of the season. He faced just 19 shots but stopped 
them all, including a breakaway by former Canes forward 
Riley Nash. 

“We were awesome,” Nedeljkovic said. “Top to bottom, start 
to finish, we were taking it to ‘em. You couldn’t have drawn it 
up any better. In the first game, they came out and gave us a 
punch in the mouth. We did the same thing tonight. It didn’t 
stop after that. We kept going. It was wave after wave and 
every line was playing in their end.” 

Dougie Hamilton now has a 12-game point streak, the 
longest in franchise history for defenseman. Mark Howe, who 
is in the Hockey Hall of Fame, set the point-streak record in 
1980, for the Hartford Whalers. Hamilton broke it in the 
second period on an assist on the Necas goal. 

“I just try to stay in the moment and keep playing well,” 
Hamilton said. “It’s definitely pretty cool, for sure. I’m lucky to 
play with great players making good plays.” 

A day after a spirited practice at PNC Arena that ended with 
the players smiling and laughing, the Canes (21-7-3) enjoyed 
themselves at Nationwide Arena in Columbus, moving into 
second place in the Central Division. 

“That’s a team that had lost a few in a row and wasn’t used 
to losing and we knew they were going to push,” Blue 
Jackets forward Nick Foligno said.  

The Blue Jackets (13-13-7) won in overtime, then rallied late 
in regulation to tie the score, then win a shootout in the first 
two games of the four-game set in Raleigh. It was all Canes 

on Monday as they outshot and out-chanced the Blue 
Jackets while killing off three penalties.  

“We played a pretty complete 60-minute hockey game,” Fast 
said. “We were on the right side (of the puck), we were 
working hard and doing the right things out there. We had a 
little fun before we left Carolina and I think it carried over into 
this game.” 

It was a big night for the Canes’ ex-Rangers as Skjei and 
Fast scored, and Necas added a third goal for Carolina in the 
second. 

Skjei’s first goal of the season gave Carolina a 1-0 lead after 
the first period. In the second, Fast deflected a shot by Brett 
Pesce at 6:39 of the second for a 2-0 lead. It was the fourth 
goal of the season for Fast, who was signed as a free agent 
in the off-season. 

Skjei’s last goal was Feb. 21, 2020. That was three days 
before the Rangers traded him to Carolina. 

The Fast goal came after the Canes had killed off a high-
sticking penalty against Jordan Martinook, whose line put in 
a two-minute shift before the call. The Canes had the best 
scoring chance in the kill. 

Necas scored his sixth of the season on a give-and-go with 
Aho, who earned his second assist of the game, and set up 
Necas in the slot. Hamilton picked up the other assist. 

Brind’Amour puts losing behind him 

As a player, Rod Brind’Amour took losses hard. He’d keep 
thinking back to what he might have done differently to help 
his team win. 

As head coach of the Hurricanes, Brind’Amour still feel the 
sting of a loss. Some hurt more than others. But he must 
quickly put it behind him, as hard as that might be, and 
refocus. 

“You never like to lose,” Brind’Amour said Monday. “For me, 
I always kid about I don’t know how long I’ll be doing this.” 

Case in point: the 3-2 shootout loss Saturday against the 
Blue Jackets at PNC Arena. 

The Canes (20-7-3) were a half-minute away from winning in 
regulation before Columbus tied the score with an extra 
attacker. The Canes then had chances to win in overtime -- 
Martin Necas with a shot off the rush -- and in the shootout 
when Andrei Svechnikov could not end it. 

“I loved the fight in our group but it didn’t go our way,” 
Brind’Amour said Monday. “Obviously the last game was the 
strangest game I’ve been around where just some weird 
things happened. 

“When I left the rink I felt pretty good about our game and yet 
all you hear about is how we lost the game. I don’t know 
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what else we could have done in that game. We had the 
game and just the flukiest thing happened. Guys played hard 
and we didn’t get the bounces.” 

The Canes and Blue Jackets (13-12-7) now have two games 
at Nationwide Arena in the NHL’s quirky scheduling 
requirement of four straight games against each other. Who 
knows what’s next?

 

The Hurricanes may have finally found their goalie in Alex Nedeljkovic — after waiving him 
in January 

By Sara Civian 

Not to be dramatic, but there are few things in the history of 
mankind that are harder to listen to with an open mind than 
goaltending discourse. And you know I’m right. 

I’ve laughed at more than a few goaltending comments from 
the Hurricanes faithful since Petr Mrazek went down with a 
freak thumb injury Jan. 30. I get it, though. Ever since the 
Cam Ward era, Canes fans have been clamoring for a 
decisive “goalie of the future” — one who isn’t just going to 
tread water but might actually steal a few games. 

Hurricanes 2014 second-round pick Alex Nedeljkovic was 
once supposed to be that guy. He won the AHL’s goalie of 
the year and a Calder Cup. Then we barely heard from him 
again. And now here he was re-emerging. 

For the past three seasons covering the Canes, I’ve been 
team “let’s stay calm.” We talk about how important 
experience is for any team hoping for a deep playoff runs, 
and for the Hurricanes, that has meant erring on the side of 
caution when it comes to the goalies. 

Nedeljkovic hadn’t been breathtaking in his brief NHL 
appearances prior to this season, but he also never had a 
chance to get his feet under him. And he never lost that 
trademark confidence, whether it was his straying the net to 
poke-check or his well-spoken interviews. You saw it 
Monday, with some gutsy, nifty puckhandling in the second 
period of a 3-0 win over the Blue Jackets that almost led to a 
Martin Necas shorthanded goal. You saw it again later that 
period with a seemingly unnecessarily risky but objectively 
fun Dominik Hasek-y poke check. 

“It’s awesome,” Dougie Hamilton said Monday when I asked 
him what it’s like to play in front of someone like that. “Ned 
plays the puck so well. He apologizes to us when he messes 
up a little, but we tell him to keep doing it because it helps us 
so much. It’s been awesome to have him playing so well.” 

Nedeljkovic kept this spirit even after the Hurricanes put him 
on waivers earlier this season. They did that with the 
intention of putting him on the taxi squad, but there was 
always a chance he’d get claimed. 

I’ve laughed at your tweets about this situation not because 
necessarily they’re wrong but because they’re all very 
confident and excited, much like Nedeljkovic himself. I’m still 
hesitant to make some grand declaration because of the 
whole experience thing, but the more we see him play, the 
more it looks like you might be right. 

Through 11 games, Nedeljkovic isn’t just making a case to 
stay in the rotation when Mrazek returns — he’s making a 
case to hog the net. 

“For sure,” coach Rod Brind’Amour said, agreeing 
Nedeljkovic has earned more games after his second 
shutout Monday. “I mean, how do you not (keep playing 
him)? He’s played great. Tonight again, he didn’t get tested 
too much tonight, which was awesome for us, but when he 
did, he looked really good. I think the other asset that he 
brings is that puck-handling ability, that occasionally when 
we’re under stress, he can get the puck out. That’s a big, big 
deal, especially in today’s game with how heavy forechecks 
are in the NHL.” 

That’s that “goalie of the future” flair, if you will. 

It’s not like James Reimer has played poorly, and I think 
they’ve been closer in quality than some might want to admit 
when you consider the quality of defense from game to 
game. Reimer has also played six more games than 
Nedeljkovic, and with more of a sample comes more room 
for error. Both Hurricanes goalies have hovered around the 
top half of the NHL all season, regardless. 

But… 

Nedeljkovic might actually have the edge, y’all. 

Nedeljkovic’s vitals: 7-2-2, 1.96 GAA, .930 save percentage. 

Reimer’s vitals: 12-4-1, 2.68 GAA, .909 save percentage. 

Before Monday’s game in which Nedeljkovic posted a 
shutout, Nedeljkovic had a 4.77 GSAx, while Reimer had a -
1.9. 

For the uninitiated, GSAx (goals saved above expectation) 
helps us measure if a goaltender is just saving the shots he 
should or if he is exceeding expectations. GSAx factors in 
how many goals an opponent should score based on shot 
quality. If a goaltender’s GSAx is more than zero, he’s 
preventing even more goals than he should, and vice versa. 

It’s not completely fair to compare these numbers straight up 
when Reimer has faced more volume, but the per-60 
breakdown Alison Lukan so kindly helped us figure out has 
Nedeljkovic’s .467 ranked fourth among goalies with 250 
minutes or more, while Reimer’s -.069 is ranked 23rd per 60. 

Five-on-five play tips in Nedeljkovic’s favor as well. 

According to NaturalStatTrick, before Monday, Nedeljkovic 
had a .941 save percentage, 1.68 GAA and a 5.53 GSAA at 
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five-on-five. Reimer had a .926 save percentage, a 2.11 GAA 
and a 2.80 GSAA. 

As with every decision in the 2020-21 NHL season, though, 
more context is essential. 

Off the ice, Nedeljkovic will become a group-six unrestricted 
free agent if he doesn’t play at least 26 career games by the 
end of this season. If he does hit 26, he remains a restricted 
free agent under the Hurricanes’ ownership. The Canes will 
want to keep him an RFA, with no other goalies on the books 
for 2021-22 and his stock going up pretty much every game. 

That means he’ll need to play at least nine more of the final 
25 games. 

You’ll also remember that Nedeljkovic is on a one-way deal 
this season, so he can’t just shimmy onto the taxi squad like 
some of the other prospects have been. It’s go-time or it isn’t. 
The Canes can keep three goalies on their NHL roster, 
though, so they won’t have to make any drastic decisions 
immediately. 

But decisions add up quickly in this condensed season, and 
whomever the Hurricanes decide to play each game matters.

 

 

Hurricanes end slide with dominant shutout in Columbus 

Carolina, which had lost its last three, got 19 saves from Alex 
Nedeljkovic 

By Cory Lavalette 

The Carolina Hurricanes ended their three-game winless 
streak with a dominant 3-0 win Monday in Columbus. 
Carolina improved to 21-7-3 on the season, three points 
behind Tampa Bay for first place in the Central Division and 
one ahead of Florida. 

Brady Skjei, Jesper Fast and Martin Necas scored for the 
Hurricanes. 

Three Thoughts 

1. Take your pick: Rod Brind’Amour as Mad magazine’s 
Alfred E. Neuman saying “What, me worry?” or the 
Hurricanes coach on the cover of “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to 
the Galaxy,” towel in hand, sporting a “Don’t panic” button. 

In this choose your own adventure, the result is the same. 
Brind’Amour wasn’t concerned about his team after it 
dropped a third straight game following Saturday’s shootout 
loss at home to Columbus, and it turned out he didn’t need to 
be. 

“I felt really good about our games,” Brind’Amour said of the 
first two games against Columbus after Monday’s win. “We 
had one iffy period out of the whole set so far, and that was 
the first game, the first period. 

“Tonight was a solid effort all the way around, got some nice 
plays. (You) don’t always cash in but tonight they did, and I 
thought, for two periods especially, we just kind of controlled 
the game and did what we had to to win the game.” 

Carolina is now in position to get six of a possible eight 
points in the four-game series with Columbus despite losing 
the first two games by banking two loser points. 

2. Necas, Sebastian Aho and Nino Niederreiter continue to 
be be a dynamic line. Just past the game’s midway point with 
Carolina up 2-0, Niederreiter won a battle along the boards 
and got the puck to Dougie Hamilton. Hamilton led the rush, 
dished to Aho on the left wing and crashed the net. 

Aho passed to the trailing Necas, who quickly passed back 
to Aho. Aho one-touched the puck to Necas on a give-and-
go for a one-timer that gave the Hurricanes a 3-0 lead. 

It was the fourth goal for Necas in March and his sixth of the 
season, and he now has 11 points in as many games this 
month. 

Aho, who was credited with two assists Monday, has seven 
goals and 13 points in the same number of games. 
Niederreiter has four goals and four assists in March. 

3. Alex Nedeljkovic had a quiet but solid night, making 19 
saves for his second career shutout and doing it in his home 
state of Ohio. It might not match the first, but it was special in 
its own right. 

“You can never top the first one,” Nedeljkovic said. “The first 
one only happens once. … But yeah, it’s special. I had family 
in the stands tonight, so that was nice for them to actually be 
here to see, and hopefully I can grab them for a quick 
second here after the game and just kind of reminisce in the 
moment and take this all in.” 

Nedeljkovic, now 7-2-2 with a .930 save percentage and 1.96 
goals-against average, continues to gain confidence as an 
NHL goalie, and his teammates are adapting to his 
aggressive puck-handling. 

“I think they had a good idea about how much I do it, but I 
don’t think they fully realized how much I did it,” Nedeljkovic 
said of playing the puck, which he did plenty on Monday. 
“And I think it’s starting to show now. For the most part, 
things are pretty smooth. … We spend so much less time in 
our end when it goes smoothly. And even if it doesn’t work 
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out perfectly, the puck’s away from the net, the puck’s on the 
boards and our wingers do a great job of batting those pucks 
out and living to fight another day.” 

Number To Know 

45 — Combined regular season and playoff games without a 
goal for defenseman Brady Skjei since he joined the 
Hurricanes, a drought he ended Monday with a first-period 
goal that proved to be the game-winner. 

They Said It 

“It’s pretty cool. I didn’t know the Carolina Hurricanes were 
around in 1980.” 

— Hurricanes defenseman Dougie Hamilton on breaking the 
franchise record for longest point streak by a defenseman by 
extending his streak to 12 games with an assist. The mark 
was previously held by Hartford defenseman Mark Howe, 
who had an 11-game point streak in the 1979-80 season. 

Plus 

Jesper Fast, Hurricanes forward — The lack of a training 
camp probably impacted Fast more than any other 
Hurricanes player, and then the hard-working winger missed 
even more opportunity to jell with his teammates after being 
one of the players impacted by Carolina’s COVID-19 
shutdown. Fast, however, has clearly found his groove. 

The 29-year-old Sweden has 11 points in his last 15, 
including a goal and an assist Monday, and all but three of 
those points have come at even strength. 

Minus 

Jordan Martinook, Hurricanes forward — Martinook was 
penalized twice Monday, both in the second period, but 
Carolina’s penalty kill covered for him on both. Martinook 
now has six PIMs in the past two games after having just 10 
total in his first 26 games of the season.

 

 

Recap: Nedeljkovic, Canes Blank Blue Jackets 

Ohio native Nedeljkovic makes 19 saves in 3-0 shutout win 

By Michael Smith 

COLUMBUS - Backed by 19 saves by Ohio native Alex 
Nedeljkovic, the Carolina Hurricanes got back in the win 
column with a dominant 3-0 shutout victory against the 
Columbus Blue Jackets. 

The Difference 

Alex Nedeljkovic earned his first career shutout earlier this 
season against the defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa 
Bay Lightning. That's pretty special. 

His second career shutout? It came in the state where he 
grew up against the team he grew up watching. That's pretty 
special, too. 

"I don't know if you can ever top the first one. The first one 
only happens once," Nedeljkovic said. "It's special. I had 
family in the stands tonight, so that was nice for them to be 
able to see." 

Nedeljkovic didn't have too strenuous a workload, as the 
Canes limited the Blue Jackets to just 19 shots on goal, but 
he was good when he needed to be, and that's all you can 
ask. He handles the puck with ease, too, which helps stall 
out the opposition's forecheck and jumpstarts the Canes 
moving the puck up the ice. 

"He's played great. Tonight, again. He didn't get tested too 
much tonight, which was awesome for us, but when he did, 
he was really good," head coach Rod Brind'Amour said. 
"He's definitely putting himself in a good light here." 

From Nedeljkovic out, the Canes put forth a dominant 
performance. The Blue Jackets had just five shots on goal in 
the first and 12 through two periods. The Canes' penalty kill 
dispatched three minors. The Canes made plays and were 
rewarded with two points. 

"We were awesome. Top to bottom, start to finish, we were 
taking it to them," Nedeljkovic said. "You couldn't have drawn 
it up any better." 

Fist Bumps 

Martin Necas  

Sebastian Aho and Necas connected on another scoring 
play, and this one is destined for highlight reels. 

In transition, Dougie Hamilton laid the puck off at the blue 
line for Sebastian Aho, who then dropped it off for Necas. 
Necas one-touched it back to Aho and slid into open ice for 
the one-touch return and one-time finish, a give-and-go 
beauty of a goal. 

Brady Skjei  

After practice on Sunday, Skjei was asked what he'd like to 
improve in the second half of the season. 

"I'd love to score," he laughed. "It's been a while. I've had 
chances. I think it's going come here, hopefully soon." 

And he was right. Skjei scored his first goal with the Canes - 
and first since Feb. 21, 2020, against the Canes, of all teams 
- a little over nine minutes into the first period. 
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Aho had the initial shot, a one-timer from the top of the left 
circle, and the rebound popped out to Skjei at the opposite 
circle, and he snapped the puck past Joonas Korpisalo. 

Jesper Fast  

Fast's fourth goal of the season doubled the Canes lead in 
what was a commanding second period performance from 
the team. 

Andrei Svechnikov took a bump along the boards behind the 
net to help Jordan Staal work it up to the point. Brett Pesce's 
shot was then redirected by Fast in the slot to put the Canes 
up 2-0. 

Stats Pack 

12: With the secondary assist on Necas' goal, Dougie 
Hamilton extended his point streak to 12 games (2g, 12a), 
which surpasses Mark Howe and is now the franchise record 
for the longest point streak by a defenseman. 

"It's pretty cool," Hamilton said. "I'm lucky to play with great 
players who make good plays, like that goal today." 

100: Through his first 100 career games in the NHL, Necas 
has totaled 60 points (23g, 37a). 

6-1-1: In his last eight starts, Nedeljkovic is 6-1-1 with a 1.48 
goals-against average, a .947 save percentage and two 
shutouts. 

Quote of the Night 

"I think we've played pretty good hockey, but tonight we 
played a complete 60-minute hockey game. We were on the 
right side, working hard and doing the right things. It was a 
really good game from all of us." - Jesper Fast 

Up Next 

The four-game series finale is slated for Thursday, leaving 
the Canes with some time to breathe and enjoy the victory 
for a night or two. 

"We'll definitely enjoy a little bit of a break and then get right 
back at it," Hamilton said.

 

 

Hamilton, Hurricanes agree to table contract talks until after season 

Defenseman can be unrestricted free agent; GM says 'it 
would be best for both sides to just wait' 

Dougie Hamilton and the Carolina Hurricanes have agreed to 
table discussions of a new contract for the defenseman, who 
can become an unrestricted free agent after the season. 

"We've both decided that it would be best for both sides to 
just wait until the end of the year," Hurricanes general 
manager Don Waddell said on the "DFO Rundown" podcast 
Monday. "Let's sit down and see if we can hammer out a 
deal, put it on the back burner so Dougie can worry about 
playing hockey at this point. 

"We've talked to him. He wants to stay here. We want to 
keep Dougie. We love Dougie. He fits in well with our team, 
coaches like him." 

Hamilton is in the final season of a six-year contract he 
signed with the Calgary Flames on June 30, 2015. The 
Flames traded Hamilton to the Hurricanes with forward 
Micheal Ferland and defenseman Adam Fox for defenseman 
Noah Hanifin and forward Elias Lindholm on June 23, 2018. 

Hamilton leads Carolina defensemen with 25 points (three 
goals, 22 assists) in 31 games after a 3-0 win at the 
Columbus Blue Jackets on Monday. He's scored 104 points 
(35 goals, 69 assists) in 160 games since the trade. 

"I'd like to stay here, but I'm going to let my agent (J.P. 
Barry) and [Waddell] talk," Hamilton said Jan. 5. "I just want 
to focus on hockey and helping the team win." 

Waddell also said talks were progressing with coach Rod 
Brind'Amour on a new contract. Brind'Amour is 104-61-15 in 
three seasons since replacing Bill Peters on May 8, 2018. 

"I've had lots of great discussions, and we're getting close, 
it's just a matter of time," Waddell said. "I'm 99.9 percent that 
Rod will be our coach for this franchise in the upcoming 
years for sure." 

The Hurricanes (21-7-3) are second in the Discover Central 
Division, three points behind the first-place Tampa Bay 
Lightning.
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Hamilton extends point streak to 12, Hurricanes shut out Blue Jackets 

Defenseman has assist, Nedeljkovic makes 19 saves for 
Carolina 

By Craig Merz 

COLUMBUS -- Dougie Hamilton had an assist to extend his 
point streak to 12 games, and the Carolina Hurricanes 
defeated the Columbus Blue Jackets 3-0 at Nationwide 
Arena on Monday. 

Alex Nedeljkovic made 19 saves for his second NHL shutout. 

Jesper Fast had a goal and an assist, and Sebastian Aho 
had two assists for the Hurricanes (21-7-3), who lost the first 
two of the four-game series against the Blue Jackets at 
home, 3-2 in overtime Thursday and 3-2 in the shootout 
Saturday. 

Hamilton has two goals and 12 assists during his point streak 
and passed Hockey Hall of Famer Mark Howe for the longest 
by a defenseman in Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers history. It is 
the longest active streak in the NHL and one game shy of 
Toronto Maple Leafs forward Auston Matthews' from Jan. 
24-Feb. 20 for the longest this season. 

"I don't think about it too much," Hamilton said. "It's just trying 
to take it day by day and one game at a time. I know it's a 
cliché, but with the schedule right now, it's just kind of focus 
on one game. 

"I'm lucky to play with great players and guys making good 
plays." 

Joonas Korpisalo made 25 saves for the Blue Jackets (13-
13-7), who lost in regulation for the first time in six games (3-
1-2). 

"They checked tonight, and we couldn't get through it," 
Columbus coach John Tortorella said. "It's a big part of what 
they do, and tonight we had trouble getting through it." 

The teams will conclude the four-game series here 
Thursday. 

Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said he thought they 
played well in the two losses to the Blue Jackets. 

"I felt really good about our games," he said. "We had one 
iffy period out of the whole set so far, the first game, first 

period, so it was a solid effort all the way around, and we got 
some nice plays but we didn't cash in. But tonight they did, 
and I thought for two periods, especially, we just kind of 
controlled the game that we had to win." 

Brady Skjei gave Carolina a 1-0 lead at 9:13 of the first 
period when he scored from above the right hash marks on 
the rebound of an Aho shot. It was his first goal in 39 games 
dating to Feb. 20, 2020, for the New York Rangers against 
the Hurricanes, four days before he was traded to them. 

Fast increased the lead to 2-0 at 6:39 of the second period, 
tipping a shot from the right point by Brett Pesce after a face-
off win by Jordan Staal. 

"The first two games [of the series], I think we played pretty 
good hockey, but tonight we played a complete 60-minute 
hockey game," Fast said. "We were working hard and doing 
the right things, so a really good game. Even though we lost 
those games, the way we played was good." 

Martin Necas, in his 100th NHL game, made it 3-0 at 8:58 of 
the second, scoring from the high slot off a pass from Aho. 

"We didn't check well enough in the second, and they did. 
That's the difference," Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno 
said. "We didn't have that checking level we need to have in 
the second. They are a hard team to come back on. We 
were not diligent in the way we checked and that came back 
on us." 

Nedeljkovic, from Parma, Ohio, about 135 miles north of 
Columbus, made 24 saves in a 4-0 win against the Tampa 
Bay Lightning on Feb. 20. He is 9-4-3 in 17 NHL games. 

"I don't know if you can ever top the first [shutout]," he said. 
"The first one only happens once. I don't know if that's the 
right way to say it, but yeah, I had family in the stands 
tonight, so it was nice for them to actually be here." 

NOTES: Howe had an 11-game point streak from Jan. 12-
Feb. 6, 1980, for Hartford. ... Blue Jackets forward Patrik 
Laine has not scored in five games and has three points (one 
goal, two assists) in the past 13. He was minus-1 with two 
shots on goal in 18:15.
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Nedeljkovic, Hurricanes shut out Blue Jackets 3-0 

By Nicole Kraft 

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Martin Necas scored in his 100th 
NHL game, Alex Nedeljkovic earned his second career 
shutout and the Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Columbus 
Blue Jackets 3-0 on Monday night to snap a three-game 
losing streak. 

Brady Skjei added his first goal of the season and Jesper 
Fast also scored to help the Hurricanes improve to 1-0-2 in a 
four-game series between the teams. 

“I felt really good about our games,” Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “I thought for two periods, especially, we 
just kind of controlled the game that we had to win.” 

Nedeljkovic, an Ohio native, stopped 19 shots for his second 
shutout this season and beat Columbus for the third time. 
Carolina lost twice to the Blue Jackets in overtime at home 
last weekend.  

“The first two games I think we played pretty good hockey, 
but tonight we played a complete 60-minute hockey game,” 
Fast said. “We were on the right side. We were working hard 
and doing the right thing, so a really good game.” 

The Hurricanes, who won eight in a row before their recent 
three-game slide, have earned at least one point in 11 of 
their last 12 games.  

Skjei got the Hurricanes on the board at 9:13 of the first 
period, burying the rebound of Sebastian Aho’s shot from the 
blue line.  

Fast made it 2-0 at 6:39 of the second with a stick-side tip-in 
off Brett Pesce’s shot. Necas scored at 8:02 of the period. 

“They checked tonight and we couldn’t get through it,” Blue 
Jackets coach John Tortorella said. “It’s a big part of what 
they do, and tonight we had trouble getting through it.”  

Joonas Korpisalo made 25 saves but lost for the fourth time 
in his last five starts.  

ON POINT 

Dougie Hamilton assisted on Necas’ goal to extend his point 
streak to 12 games, the longest by a defenseman in 
franchise history, topping the record he shared previously 
with Mark Howe. Hamilton’s point streak is the longest by a 
defenseman this season. He leads the Hurricanes in assists 
with 22. 

CENTURY MARK 

All of Necas’ 100 games have come with the Hurricanes. The 
Czech native was Carolina’s first pick in the 2017 NHL draft, 
12th overall. 

ON THE MOVE 

Blue Jackets center Alexandre Texier went straight from the 
COVID-19 protocol list to the club’s taxi squad, while the 
team recalled left wing Mikhail Grigorenko. Texier, a native of 
France, had four goals and five assists in 30 games this 
season. His last goal came on Jan. 26, a drought of 22 
games, and he last played March 13. Grigorenko has two 
goals and five assists, but has not played since Feb. 23. 

UP NEXT 

The teams wrap up their four-game series Thursday.
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Ranking the NHL's top wingers for 2021: Execs, coaches, players debate the top 10 

By Greg Wyshynski 

The coach on the other end of the phone scanned ESPN's 
2021 NHL position-by-position ranking player pools, his 
stress level increasing. 

"We're talking about the best of the best," he said, sighing. 
"Now you're asking me to vote for the best of 'the best of the 
best.'" 

Well, yeah, that's sort of the point. We wanted those inside 
the league to cut through the media narratives, ignore (but 
appreciate!) the enduring legacies and reveal which star 
players have "it" and which ones don't. Which, admittedly, 
can be a stressful venture. 

Here's how it worked: Surveys were conducted over the past 
two months. Respondents were asked to rank their top 10 
players at center, winger, defenseman and goaltender, 
based on a predetermined list of the top 20-30 players at 
each position. Players who were ranked in the top 10 on 
each ballot were given a numerical score -- No. 1 earned 10 
points, No. 2 earned 9 points and so on. 

There were 10 NHL players surveyed -- seven skaters, three 
goaltenders. There were 10 people on the hockey operations 
side surveyed, from coaches to general managers to player 
personnel executives. 

Here are the positional rankings for wingers for the 2020-21 
season, according to those in the NHL we surveyed. The 
rankings for defensemen (Wednesday), centers (Thursday) 
and goalies (Friday) will follow this week. Stats are collected 
from sites such as Natural Stat Trick, Hockey Reference and 
Evolving Hockey. There are some surprises here, to be sure. 

1. David Pastrnak, Boston Bruins 
152 points | Age: 24 

Why was the 24-year-old Bruin ranked as the No. 1 winger in 
the NHL? 

"I don't know, maybe his personality?" joked a rival NHL 
forward. "No, I think some of these rankings are just too 
close to call. That's why it's tough to make an 'order' of any 
kind. But Pastrnak has absolutely been on fire when he's not 
been hurt the last few years." 

Pastrnak has 100 goals in his past 157 games, tied with Alex 
Ovechkin for the best goals-per-game rate since 2018-19 
(0.64). He shared the Rocket Richard Trophy with Ovechkin 
last season as the league's top goal scorer, with 48. 

Pastrnak has 26 points through 21 games this season, 
including 14 goals. He leads the Bruins in expected goals 
above average (7.8) this season. 

Oh, and not that it matters, but our anonymous NHL player is 
correct: Pastrnak is one of the league's delightfully goofy 
players, including a recent interview after the NHL's Lake 

Tahoe game where he lamented missing a locker room 
dance party to "Barbie Girl" while wearing "Macho Man" 
Randy Savage sunglasses. 

Pastrnak was given three first-place votes -- by an NHL 
general manager, a forward and a goaltender -- and six 
second-place votes. In total, Pastrnak was in the top five on 
18 of 20 ballots, more than any other player was. 

He got the nod for the top slot. But it was close. 

2. Nikita Kucherov, Tampa Bay Lightning 
149 points | Age: 27 

Given how many respondents fervently praised Kucherov, 
the fact he placed second is a surprise. 

"He's No. 1, for sure," said one coach, a sentiment echoed 
by four others who ranked him first. Kucherov's five first-
place votes were the most for any winger. 

Since 2017-18, there isn't a winger that comes close to 
matching Kucherov's point production numbers. He has 313 
points in 230 games, skating to a plus-65. Patrick Kane has 
312 points in that span, but that's over 265 games. 
Kucherov's 1.36 points-per-game average ranks him second 
among all skaters behind human highlight reel Connor 
McDavid (1.48). 

That dominance extends to the postseason as well, as 
Kucherov has a 1.18 points-per-game average over his past 
45 playoff games, ranking him fifth among those who have 
played at least 20 games in that span. 

Last season, he had 85 points in 68 games. This season he 
has ... none. Kucherov has missed the entire regular season 
due to offseason hip surgery, depriving the Lightning of their 
top winger while, admittedly, bailing them out of a salary-cap 
boondoggle. 

Is this an "out of sight, out of mind" situation for the voters? 
Perhaps. While 17 of them had Kucherov in their top five, 
one NHL goaltender left him off of his ballot completely. 
That's likely the margin between Kucherov being atop the 
podium and settling for silver behind Pastrnak. 

3. Artemi Panarin, New York Rangers 
134 points | Age: 29 

The Breadman earned two first-place votes, both of them 
coming from player personnel executives. That their front 
offices are known for being analytics-friendly likely isn't a 
coincidence -- Pararin is seventh over the past two seasons 
in expected goals scored above average (21.2) among all 
skaters. 

"He controls the game, and it doesn't matter who he's 
playing with," said one NHL coach. 
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The winger has earned his reputation for driving play 
offensively during his time with Chicago, Columbus and New 
York. He's a puck possession machine, which helps the 
Rangers keep the heat off of their own end. When Panarin is 
on the ice, the Rangers have a .932 even-strength save 
percentage over the past two seasons. It's only .921 when, 
say, Mika Zibanejad's line is out there. 

Overall, 15 respondents had Panarin in their top five among 
wingers, and he appeared on every ballot. A clear, but solid, 
No. 3 among wingers. 

4. Alex Ovechkin, Washington Capitals 
115 points | Age: 35 

Figuring out Ovechkin's place in the ranking proved difficult 
for some individuals. There were 13 respondents who had 
him in their top five, including three who ranked him as the 
NHL's top winger. Four respondents had him ranked 
between No. 7 and No. 10 overall. 

But three voters had him outside of their top 10 altogether. 
All three were on the player personnel side, including one 
general manager. 

Ovechkin has 14 goals and 11 assists in 27 games this 
season, scoring six goals in six games recently to bolster 
that stat line. While his production remains strong, a few 
respondents noted that the shortcomings in the 35-year-old's 
defensive game have become more glaring as he gets older. 

Even those who supported him were conflicted. 

"What's the criteria for Ovechkin? The Ovechkin that was 
playing during their Cup year was a star. So maybe this is 
sort of a legacy vote for me," said one NHL coach, who had 
him 10th on his ballot. 

5. Patrick Kane, Chicago Blackhawks 
103 points | Age: 32 

With 42 points in his first 32 games this season, Kane has 
played himself into the Hart Trophy conversation for helping 
to elevate the Blackhawks into a playoff race. Whether he 
remains there is inexorably tied to whether his team remains 
in that race, but Kane is likely to still end up among the 
NHL's top scorers this season. 

Kane earned three first-place votes in our survey: two from 
general managers and one from a defenseman. Four 
respondents had him off of their ballots entirely, a mix of 
players and front-office personnel. 

"Other wingers play off of centers, but he plays like a center," 
said one coach who had Kane ranked second overall. 

6. Mark Stone, Vegas Golden Knights 
96 points | Age: 28 

Stone received two first-place votes: one from a player 
personnel executive and another from a veteran goaltender. 
He has 35 points in 28 games this season to lead the Golden 
Knights, with 27 points coming at even strength. Only 
McDavid, Leon Draisaitl and Kane have more. 

Defensively, he remains one of the NHL's most skilled 
pickpockets, tied for the league lead in takeaways (31) this 
season, and with 231 over the past three seasons combined 

-- more than 50 greater than Ryan O'Reilly, who is second in 
that span. 

Stone is the best defensive winger in the NHL. Alas, the 
Selke Trophy for best defensive forward has remained a 
"centers-only" prize since 2003. 

In praising all the things Stone does well, one NHL coach 
drew a contrast with his Vegas Golden Knights teammate 
Max Pacioretty. 

"Pacioretty scores but doesn't impact the game in a number 
of ways beyond that. There's not really a B-game to him," he 
said. "Stone does all the work." 

7. Brad Marchand, Boston Bruins 
84 points | Age: 32 

Only six voters had Marchand in their top five. The only one 
who had Marchand ranked first overall was a veteran forward 
whose team has been a notable rival of the Bruins -- "game 
recognizes game," one imagines. 

"I love everything about the way he plays," the player said. 
"His grit, his poise with the puck. The way he shoots and the 
way he passes. He can play on the power play and the 
penalty kill. And he's a winner because of it." 

Marchand has 34 points in 28 games this season, leading 
the Bruins in points while Pastrnak leads in points per game 
(1.24 to Marchand's 1.21). Few players in recent memory 
can claim the glow-up Marchand has had in his NHL career, 
going from an agitator who delivers the occasional cheap 
shot to a player who has scored at a 30-goal pace for six 
straight seasons -- while also being an agitator who delivers 
the occasional cheap shot. 

He appeared on every ballot save for one, which was cast by 
a player personnel executive. 

8. Mitchell Marner, Toronto Maple Leafs 
75 points | Age: 23 

Marner is fourth in the NHL in points (40) through 32 games, 
with 26 of them coming at even strength. Over the past three 
seasons, only Kucherov, Kane and Pastrnak have a higher 
points-per-game average among right wings than Marner 
(1.16). 

Yet the highest anyone had Marner ranked was third overall, 
and only six respondents had him in their top five. Potential 
factors: having a star teammate in Auston Matthews as a 
hype magnet, and having a contract investment ($10.903 
million against the cap annually) that his numbers still may 
not substantiate in the eyes of some people -- like the four 
respondents who completely left Marner off of their ballots, 
two of whom are veteran goaltenders. 

One NHL coach, who had Marner sixth on his ballot, doesn't 
understand why he doesn't get more appreciation, especially 
for being a well-rounded player. 

"He's a complete game-changer. And no one ever gives him 
credit for his defense," he said. 
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9. Mikko Rantanen, Colorado Avalanche 
60 points | Age: 24 

Rantanen has elevated his game this season with 35 points 
in his first 29 games, which tracks to be the best points-per-
game average of his career (1.21) if it holds. 

Does he benefit from playing major minutes with Nathan 
MacKinnon? Undoubtedly, and their line with Gabriel 
Landeskog is a puck-possession monster, with a goals-for 
percentage over 77% at 5-on-5 when on the ice this season. 
But in the 110 minutes Rantanen has played without 
MacKinnon, his lines have had a 53.6 expected goals 
percentage. 

Landeskog received only one seventh-place vote in the 
survey. Ten respondents had Rantanen ranked from Nos. 5-
7. 

"Landeskog is a good solid player. But he doesn't have the 
dynamics, on that elite level, like Rantanen has," said one 
NHL coach who had the Finnish winger in his top 10. 

10. Andrei Svechnikov, Carolina Hurricanes 
46 points | Age: 20 

Snagging the last spot in the top 10 was Svechnikov, the 
Hurricanes' 20-year-old right wing. After a star-making 
sophomore campaign in which he scored 61 points in 68 
games, there's been a little regression for him this season. 
Svech had 23 points in his first 30 games this season, but 
skated to a minus-2 and was just a smidge above 
replacement level in expected goals scored above average 
(0.7). 

One veteran defenseman had Svechnikov third overall, the 
highest placement for the winger on any ballot. "He's really 
good and has a physical presence to him now. A lot of guys 
when they get hit, they tend to shy away from contact after 
that. But not him," said the blueliner. 

But Svechnikov appeared in the top 10 on half of the ballots. 
Most respondents echo the sentiments of one NHL coach: "I 
think he's going to be on the list soon, but he hasn't quite 
done enough for me yet." 

Honorable mentions 

The next-highest point total was for Calgary Flames winger 
Matthew Tkachuk (33), which was notable because one NHL 
skater among the voters had him first overall on his ballot -- 
ahead of Pastrnak, Kucherov and Panarin. 

"He does it all. He's on the top PK units. He finds a way to 
score goals. And you have to be aware of him on the ice at 
all times," said the skater. 

He was the only player to receive a first-place vote and not 
make the final top 10. There was one player who received a 
second-place vote only to fall short of the final ranking: 
Buffalo Sabres winger Taylor Hall, who was ranked there by 
a player personnel executive for an Eastern Conference 
team. Well, when the NHL has conferences, that is. 

There were 23 wingers eligible for this ranking. Here are 
some other players of note: 

Kyle Connor, Winnipeg Jets (10 points): "He scores. He 
scores a lot. When you look at his production the last couple 
of years it's hard to argue with him [being on the list]. I think 
he's got the ability to impact games with his speed and his 
willingness to go to the net," said an NHL coach. 

Johnny Gaudreau, Calgary Flames (3 points): "I really like 
him, but at the end of the day he's a little too light," said an 
NHL coach. 

Patrik Laine, Columbus Blue Jackets (2 points): "He's a hard 
one to judge. He's an elite shooter. He can score from the 
outside, and his shot is on another level. But he doesn't do 
much else," said one NHL coach.
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NHL Power Rankings: Ovechkin and the Capitals are back in familiar spot 

By Adam Gretz  

In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings we take a 
look at the Washington Capitals who find themselves in a 
very familiar position. In first place of their division, looking 
like a top Stanley Cup contender. 

The consistency of the Capitals organization over the past 
decade-and-a-half is one of the most remarkable things 
about their success. Every year you know they are going to 
finish at the top of their division and be one of the league’s 
best teams no matter what is happening around them. Since 
the start of the 2007-08 season they have won 10 division 
titles over a 13-year stretch, finished in second-place two 
other times (once by just two points), and have finished lower 
than second just one time. 

They enter this week tied for first place in the East Division 
(with a lead in points percentage) with the New York 
Islanders. Their recent seven-game winning streak, as part 
of a 14-3-1 stretch over their past 18 games, has helped put 
them in that spot. Alex Ovechkin is leading the way with 
seven goals in his past eight games for an offense that has 
been one of the league’s best. 

The most impressive thing about this Capitals team is they 
are winning all of these games while getting only average (at 
best) goaltending this season. If that improves even slightly 
they are going to be a major contender. 

This week, the Capitals sit second in the NHL Power 
Rankings with only the Vegas Golden Knights ahead of 
them. 

Where does your team sit? 

To this week’s NHL Power Rankings! 

1. Vegas Golden Knights. Marc-Andre Fleury‘s redemption 
season rolls on, while Mark Stone and Max Pacioretty form 
one of the league’s best forward duos. 

2. Washington Capitals. Just imagine how good they will be 
with more consistent goaltending. 

3. Tampa Bay Lightning. Just imagine how good they will be 
in the playoffs with Nikita Kucherov. 

4. Florida Panthers. Aleksander Barkov and Jonathan 
Huberdeau are doing their usual thing offensively, while they 
are finally getting some secondary support. 

5. Colorado Avalanche. They are starting to get on a roll. The 
forwards are great and get most of the attention, but their 
defense is scary good and what makes this team so 
potentially great. 

6. New York Islanders. They are really going to miss Anders 
Lee. A trade seems like a necessity at some point. 

7. Carolina Hurricanes. Little slump at the end of the week, 
but still as talented and deep of a roster as you will find right 
now. 

8. Pittsburgh Penguins. Injuries are going to be a concern 
here for the short-term, but they are building a cushion, are 
through a tough part of the schedule, and should soon get 
some people back in the lineup. 

9. Edmonton Oilers. Those three games against Toronto a 
couple of weeks ago seemed to be a wake up call. They 
have been a different team ever since. Connor McDavid and 
Leon Draisaitl are still like a video game. 

10. Boston Bruins. They need another forward or two before 
the trade deadline. 

11. Toronto Maple Leafs. They are playing better than their 
recent slump would indicate but goaltending is a big question 
mark right now. 

12. Minnesota Wild. They are good. They are also a long 
way from being on the same level as the Colorado 
Avalanche. 

13. Winnipeg Jets. They could really use somebody like 
Mattias Ekholm. 

14. Vancouver Canucks. Thatcher Demko is single handedly 
keeping them in it this season, but it might be too little too 
late for the playoffs. 

15. Calgary Flames. It is only a handful of games with Darryl 
Sutter behind the bench but it is the best this team has 
looked all season. 

16. St. Louis Blues. They are struggling to find consistency 
this season, which is about what you would expect given the 
injury situation they have been dealing with. 

17. Montreal Canadiens. Jake Allen has been exactly what 
they hoped he would be. They need more from Carey Price. 

18. Philadelphia Flyers. What a weird week. They lost 9-0, let 
a 3-0 lead slip away in the next game before winning late, 
then lost 6-1 in another game. Defense and goaltending is a 
big concern. 

19. Columbus Blue Jackets. This team might actually sneak 
into a playoff spot, which would be amazing considering all of 
the drama surrounding this team this season with trades, 
benching’s, and all of their struggles on the ice at times. 
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20. New York Rangers. Mika Zibanejad is starting to get 
rolling. It was only a matter of time. 

21. Chicago Blackhawks. The big question here would be 
what happens when Kevin Lankinen‘s save percentage 
dropped below .940 and started to regress. We are seeing 
the answer. It is not pretty. 

22. Los Angeles Kings. Cal Petersen has not played a lot of 
games for the Kings in his career, but he has been 
outstanding in the games he has played. 

23. Dallas Stars. Offense continues to be a big problem, 
which is to be expected given the number of games Tyler 
Seguin, Alexander Radulov, and Roope Hintz have missed. 
Even with them offense is going to be a struggle. 

24. Nashville Predators. The special teams have completely 
ruined this team’s chances for two seasons in a row now. 

25. Arizona Coyotes. They need more playmakers and goal 
scorers at forward. They scored only four goals on a recent 
five-game losing streak. 

26. New Jersey Devils. Jack Hughes seems like the type of 
top pick that will go a few years with really good, productive 
seasons and then start being a 100-point player around year 
five or six. The Nathan MacKinnon path basically. 

27. San Jose Sharks. Still seems difficult to see where the 
quick fix is here. 

28. Detroit Red Wings. Robby Fabbri has been one of the 
few bright spots on this team the past two seasons. 

29. Ottawa Senators. They are running out of goalies due to 
injury. That is already a position of concern this season due 
to their play on the ice. 

30. Anaheim Ducks. At least they are getting to see Trevor 
Zegras and Jamie Drysdale play at the NHL level right now. 

31. Buffalo Sabres. Their most recent win against a team 
that is not the New Jersey Devils came on January 26, 23 
games ago.

 

 

 

Recap: Hurricanes bounce back, blank Blue Jackets 

Thanks to a dominant effort and Alex Nedeljkovic’s second 
career shutout, the Hurricanes snapped a three-game skid.  

By Andrew Schnittker  

Coming off a three-game skid, and back-to-back, hard-fought 
overtime losses to Columbus, the Carolina Hurricanes got 
back in the win column and a measure of revenge in a 3-0 
win over the Blue Jackets Monday night.  

Other than a couple poor power plays in the first period, 
there wasn’t much to complain about in this one, as the 
Hurricanes pretty much dominated from start to finish, and 
outshot Columbus 28-19.  

Brady Skjei scored his first as a Hurricane in the first period, 
Martin Necas scored in his 100th NHL game, Jesper Fast 
potted a goal and assist and Sebastian Aho chipped in two 
assists for the Hurricanes.  

Alex Nedeljkovic wasn’t asked to do much, but did everything 
asked of him as the team in front of him took care of 
business, making a few sharp stops and turning aside all 19 
he faced for his second career shutout.  

The Canes’ power play did not have its best night, going 0 
for 2 on back-to-back opportunities in the first period, but the 
penalty kill was excellent, stonewalling three Columbus 
opportunities. 

The Canes got a golden opportunity early with essentially 
four straight minutes of power play time, as towards the tail 
end of their first man advantage, Nick Foligno boarded Brett 

Pesce with a dangerous hit from behind, giving Carolina 22 
seconds of a five on three.  

Shortly after the failed power plays, a break finally went the 
Hurricanes’ way in this series, as, after Columbus hit the 
post, Skjei pounced on the rebound of an Aho shot to pot his 
first as a Hurricane and make it 1-0.  

In an interesting twist, Skjei’s last goal before this game 
came against the Hurricanes on Feb. 21, 2020.  

The Canes extended their lead about seven minutes into the 
second on a goal from another former Ranger. Following a 
great cycling shift from the line of Fast, Jordan Staal and 
Andrei Svechnikov, Fast found an opening in the slot to tip a 
Brett Pesce point shot past Joonas Korpisalo and make it a 
2-0 game. 

Carolina wasted little time pushing its lead to three, as just 
2:19 later, Necas finished off a beautiful give and go play 
with Sebastian Aho to make it 3-0 in his 100th NHL game. 
Dougie Hamilton picked up a secondary assist on Necas’ 
goal to extend his point streak to 12 games, setting a new 
franchise record for longest point streak by a defenseman as 
he passed Mark Howe.  

The Canes continued to apply pressure and not allow much 
the rest of the way, cruising to one of their most complete 
victories of the season. 

This four-game set will conclude in Columbus Thursday 
night.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Nedeljkovic, Hamilton, Fast on win in Columbus 

Rod Brind’Amour, Jespet Fast, Dougie Hamilton and Alex 
Nedeljkovic spoke with the media following the team’s 3-0 
win in Columbus Monday night.  

By Andrew Schnittker and Alec_Sawyer 

The Hurricanes bounced back with a dominant effort in a 3-0 
win over Columbus Tuesday night, thanks in large part to 
Alex Nedeljkovic’s second career shutout and goals from 
Jesper Fast, Brady Skjei and Martin Necas. Dougie Hamilton 
also extended his point streak to a franchise record (for a 
defenseman) 12 games.  

Fast, Hamilton, Nedeljkovic and Brind’Amour spoke to the 
media after the win, here’s a full breakdown of everything 
they had to say:  

Rod Brind’Amour 

On being happy with the first three games against Columbus: 
I felt really good about our games. We’ve had one iffy period 
out of the whole set so far. That was in the first game, first 
period. Tonight was a solid effort. We got some nice plays 
that you don’t always cash in, but tonight they did. I thought 
for two periods especially, we just controlled the game and 
did what we had to to win the game.  

On if Alex Nedeljkovic is earning more games with his play: 
For sure. I mean, how do you not? He’s played great. 
Tonight again, he didn’t get tested too much tonight, which 
was awesome for us, but when he did, he looked really good. 
I think the other asset that he brings is that puck-handling 
ability, that occasionally when we’re under stress, he can get 
the puck out. That’s a big, big deal, especially in today’s 
game with how heavy forechecks are in the NHL. He’s 
definitely putting in a good light here.  

On Nedeljkovic not seeing much action and that being 
tougher: You’ll hear that occasionally. I don’t think it was so 
bad that he didn’t have the occasional shots. Those games 
where you dominate and you don’t give up any action in your 
end, those are probably tough to do it. But he’s had both. 
He’s had nights where he’s had a lot of action and done well, 
and he’s been limited and been sharp too. That’s what you 
have to do if you want to play in this league.  

On what he was most satisfied with: I think just the response 
right away. I felt really good about our game for two periods. 
We didn’t give up much at all. I think when you can play like 
that, you’re not always going to win, but you’re certainly 
giving yourself a great chance. The other part, I thought was, 
we had a lot of guys contribute. Everybody played well. 
That’s a good sign. 

On Dougie Hamilton breaking Mark Howe’s franchise record: 
I didn’t even know that. I’m behind the eight ball a little bit on 
that, so that’s my fault for not even knowing that. But you 
mentioned Mark Howe, a phenomenal player, one of the best 
defesnemen in the NHL. If not for back injuries, that guy 
would have been one of the elite of the elite. It’s pretty 
special. But we know Dougie can put up points. He played a 
really good defensive game tonight, too. He was really solid. 
When he can play like that, that’s why we talk about him as 
being one of the better defenders in the league.  

On two days off: The boys will have one day off. And then 
we’ll have a good practice, which is nice. We haven’t had a 
really good practice in a long time, so we’ll be able to do that. 
It’s not great that we have two days on the road, it’s not like 
being at home. … But that’s just how it is. 

Jesper Fast 

On getting the result today after playing well but losing the 
first two games of this four-game stretch: Yeah, for sure. Like 
you said, I think we played pretty good hockey. Tonight we 
played a complete, 60-minute hockey game. We were on the 
right side. We were working hard and doing the right things 
out there. A really good game from all of us.  

On a good practice from Sunday carrying over into a good 
game Monday: Even though we lost in overtime, I thought 
that we played pretty good. We had a little fun before we left 
for Columbus here. So, I think it carried over, like you said, 
for this game. You’re right.  

On Alex Nedeljkovic’s performance: He’s been great the 
whole year. I didn’t know much about him before this season, 
but he’s been good every game he’s been in the net. I’m 
really happy for him to get this shutout.  

On playing in front of such a confident goalie who is good at 
playing the puck: Of course it makes it easier for everyone. 
He’s really good with the puck. Every dump he’s on the puck 
and helping the D to break it out. It makes it a lot easier for 
all of us.  

On the mindset after some missed opportunities early in the 
game: The mindset was always to play the right way for 60 
minutes. Even though we didn’t score, we’ve got to keep 
playing the right way. I feel like we did that for the full 60 
minutes, and it gave us the two points tonight.  

On Brady Skjei getting on the scoresheet: He’s been having 
a lot of shots. He’s a really good two-way player. He’s really 
good in the defensive zone, but he can also play good 
offense. I’ve seen it before, and I think they’re gonna come a 
lot more now that the first one is out of the way.  

Dougie Hamilton 

On playing in front of a goalie as aggressive as Nedeljkovic: 
It’s awesome. I think Ned plays the puck so well. He 
apologizes to us when he messes up a little bit, but we tell 
him ‘just keep doing it. It helps us so much.’ He’s so good at 
it. It’s been awesome to have him and have him playing so 
well.  

On breaking Mark Howe’s franchise record for point streak 
by a defenseman: I don’t think about it too much. I’m just 
trying to take it day by day and one game at a time. What a 
cliche, but with this schedule right now it’s just focus for one 
game and take a little break the next day and gear up for the 
next game. I’m trying to do that. You don’t spend too much 
time thinking about the last game or the last games for sure, 
but just try to stay in the moment and keep playing well and 
all that stuff. It’s obviously pretty cool, for sure. I definitely 
know about it. We’ll see if I can keep it going.  
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On getting the win heading into a two-day break: That’s true, 
it’s huge. I think it will definitely help our mood tonight and 
tomorrow into the practice. It will give us a little bit more 
energy for sure. We’ll definitely enjoy a little bit of a break 
and then get right back on it. It should be good. It’s going to 
be weird to have two days between.  

On his record being a little more special because it was held 
by someone as good as Mark Howe and has stood since 
1980: It’s pretty cool. I didn’t know the Carolina Hurricanes 
were around in 1980. I’m just kidding. But no, it’s cool. I’m 
lucky to play with great players making good plays. You can 
see that like the goal today. I’m just trying to make plays with 
good players, like I said, and pucks are going in right now. 
Hopefully it’s helping the team win. It was good today. The 
last couple days not so good with our shootout and overtime 
losses. But it’s definitely been a good stretch for us, and 
hopefully we can keep that going.  

Alex Nedeljkovic 

On if this shutout is even a little more special than his first 
with it coming in his home state of Ohio: I don’t know if you 
can ever top the first one. The first one only happens once. I 
don’t know if that’s even the right way to say it. It is special. I 
had family in the stands tonight, so it was nice for them to be 
here and actually see it. Hopefully I can grab them for a 
quick second here after the game and reminisce in the 
moment and take this all in.  

On his game not changing no matter what else is going on: 
Well that’s the thing. It can’t change. It doesn’t matter what’s 
happening around you. You can’t control those things. The 
only thing I can control is how I get ready for games, how I 
prepare for practices. You get the odd bounces, you have 
those nights where you “forget” how to make saves. If you do 
the right things coming in and you’re just consistent with how 
you do things, it shows. I think tonight, just not myself, but all 
around I thought we did a great job. We didn’t really give 

them much of anything. It really made my night kind of easy, 
not having to make too many high-danger saves.  

On the defense in front of him: We were awesome. We were 
top to bottom, start to finish. We were taking it to them. You 
couldn’t have drew it up any better. We came out that first 
period and were all over them, kind of similar to the way they 
came out the first game of this little series here. I think they 
put the first 10 shots on us in that first game and kind of gave 
us a little punch in the mouth.  

I think we came back and kind of did the same thing here 
tonight. It didn’t stop after that. We kept going. It was wave 
after wave. Every line was playing in their end. The first line, 
if you want to call it that we’ve got three or four of them, but 
[Sebastian Aho], [Martin Necas] and Nino [Niederreiter}, they 
were dominant. I thought the three of them really stood out 
tonight.  

On if there was a period of time where the team needed to 
get used to how aggressive he is playing the puck and on if 
that is coming along: Yeah, I think so. There was that little 
few games there were I think guys didn’t expect it. For the 
guys who have been here for a few years and have known 
me for the few years I’ve been up and been at camps, I think 
they had a good idea about how much I do it, but I don’t think 
they fully realized how much I did it. I think it’s starting to 
show now.  

For the most part, things are pretty smooth. I think there’s the 
occasional hiccup here or there, but I think that’s mostly on 
me just mishandling it. Guys are putting themselves in a 
position to receive the puck and be able to make plays. We 
spend so much less time in our end when it goes smoothly. 
And even when it doesn’t work out perfectly, the puck is 
away from the net. The puck is on the boards, and our 
wingers do a great job of battling those pucks out and living 
to fight another day.
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Wolves reschedule two games 

The American Hockey League announced Monday that the 
Chicago Wolves have rescheduled two recent 
postponements with the Grand Rapids Griffins. The Wolves 
will travel to Michigan on Tuesday, April 13, and Monday, 
April 26, to replace games scheduled originally for March 19 
and March 23. 

Both games will start at 6 p.m. at Van Andel Arena. These 
rescheduled contests push the Wolves’ 2021 schedule back 
to 33 regular-season games. 

Head coach Ryan Warsofsky’s Central Division-leading 
Wolves are slated to return to the ice at 7 p.m. Saturday 
when they host the Rockford IceHogs at the Wolves Training 
Facility in Hoffman Estates. All Wolves games can be seen 
on AHLTV — and economical subscription packages are 
available at AHLTV.com.

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250122404.html 

https://theathletic.com/2470563/2021/03/23/the-hurricanes-may-have-finally-found-their-goalie-in-alex-nedeljkovic-after-waiving-him-in-january/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/03/hurricanes-end-slide-with-dominant-shutout-in-columbus/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-alex-nedeljkovic-canes-blank-blue-jackets/c-322804622 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-dougie-hamilton-agree-to-hold-off-contract-talks-until-after-season/c-322793078 

https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets-game-recap/c-321723518 
https://apnews.com/article/columbus-sebastian-aho-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-martin-necas-7a35cbccfa6e812cef5245b725f1364d 

https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/31113497/ranking-nhl-top-wingers-2021-execs-coaches-players-debate-top-10 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/03/22/nhl-power-rankings-alex-ovechkin-and-the-washington-capitals-are-back-in-familiar-spot/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/22/22345693/carolina-hurricanes-brady-skjei-jesper-fast-martin-necas-alex-nedeljkovic 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/22/22345790/they-said-it-brindamour-nedeljkovic-hamilton-fast-on-win-in-columbus 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/03/22/wolves-reschedule-two-games/ 
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Hurricanes end three-game slide with 3-0 victory over Blue Jackets 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER 

MARCH 22, 2021 06:38 PM,  

 

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour was asked Monday morning 
if he sensed any panic with his team caught in a three-game winless 
streak. 

Panic? Brind’Amour, seemingly irritated, responded by saying he 
believed the Canes had played well much of the time, especially in the 
past two games against Columbus, just not gotten the right bounces or 
made the key plays. 

It all went the Canes’ way Monday against the Blue Jackets in a 
convincing 3-0 road victory at Nationwide Arena. 

“I felt really good about our game. We had one iffy period,” Brind’Amour 
said after the game. “Tonight was a solid effort all the way around. We 
got some nice plays that we don’t always cash in but tonight they did. We 
had a lot of guys contribute. Everybody played well.” 

Defenseman Brady Skjei, who had not scored this season, scored his 
first as a Hurricane. Jesper Fast scored. Martin Necas, playing in his 
100th NHL game, scored off a nice give-and-go with Sebastian Aho, who 
had two assists. 

Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic, playing in his home state, did the job in net, 
notching his second career shutout and his second of the season. He 
faced just 19 shots but stopped them all, including a breakaway by 
former Canes forward Riley Nash. 

“We were awesome,” Nedeljkovic said. “Top to bottom, start to finish, we 
were taking it to ‘em. You couldn’t have drawn it up any better. In the first 
game, they came out and gave us a punch in the mouth. We did the 
same thing tonight. It didn’t stop after that. We kept going. It was wave 
after wave and every line was playing in their end.” 

Dougie Hamilton now has a 12-game point streak, the longest in 
franchise history for defenseman. Mark Howe, who is in the Hockey Hall 
of Fame, set the point-streak record in 1980, for the Hartford Whalers. 
Hamilton broke it in the second period on an assist on the Necas goal. 

“I just try to stay in the moment and keep playing well,” Hamilton said. 
“It’s definitely pretty cool, for sure. I’m lucky to play with great players 
making good plays.” 

A day after a spirited practice at PNC Arena that ended with the players 
smiling and laughing, the Canes (21-7-3) enjoyed themselves at 
Nationwide Arena in Columbus, moving into second place in the Central 
Division. 

“That’s a team that had lost a few in a row and wasn’t used to losing and 
we knew they were going to push,” Blue Jackets forward Nick Foligno 
said. 

The Blue Jackets (13-13-7) won in overtime, then rallied late in regulation 
to tie the score, then win a shootout in the first two games of the four-
game set in Raleigh. It was all Canes on Monday as they outshot and 
out-chanced the Blue Jackets while killing off three penalties. 

“We played a pretty complete 60-minute hockey game,” Fast said. “We 
were on the right side (of the puck), we were working hard and doing the 
right things out there. We had a little fun before we left Carolina and I 
think it carried over into this game.” 

It was a big night for the Canes’ ex-Rangers as Skjei and Fast scored, 
and Necas added a third goal for Carolina in the second. 

Skjei’s first goal of the season gave Carolina a 1-0 lead after the first 
period. In the second, Fast deflected a shot by Brett Pesce at 6:39 of the 
second for a 2-0 lead. It was the fourth goal of the season for Fast, who 
was signed as a free agent in the off-season. 

Skjei’s last goal was Feb. 21, 2020. That was three days before the 
Rangers traded him to Carolina. 

The Fast goal came after the Canes had killed off a high-sticking penalty 
against Jordan Martinook, whose line put in a two-minute shift before the 
call. The Canes had the best scoring chance in the kill. 

Necas scored his sixth of the season on a give-and-go with Aho, who 
earned his second assist of the game, and set up Necas in the slot. 
Hamilton picked up the other assist. 

BRIND’AMOUR PUTS LOSING BEHIND HIM 

As a player, Rod Brind’Amour took losses hard. He’d keep thinking back 
to what he might have done differently to help his team win. 

As head coach of the Hurricanes, Brind’Amour still feel the sting of a 
loss. Some hurt more than others. But he must quickly put it behind him, 
as hard as that might be, and refocus. 

“You never like to lose,” Brind’Amour said Monday. “For me, I always kid 
about I don’t know how long I’ll be doing this.” 

Case in point: the 3-2 shootout loss Saturday against the Blue Jackets at 
PNC Arena. 

The Canes (20-7-3) were a half-minute away from winning in regulation 
before Columbus tied the score with an extra attacker. The Canes then 
had chances to win in overtime -- Martin Necas with a shot off the rush -- 
and in the shootout when Andrei Svechnikov could not end it. 

“I loved the fight in our group but it didn’t go our way,” Brind’Amour said 
Monday. “Obviously the last game was the strangest game I’ve been 
around where just some weird things happened. 

“When I left the rink I felt pretty good about our game and yet all you hear 
about is how we lost the game. I don’t know what else we could have 
done in that game. We had the game and just the flukiest thing 
happened. Guys played hard and we didn’t get the bounces.” 

The Canes and Blue Jackets (13-12-7) now have two games at 
Nationwide Arena in the NHL’s quirky scheduling requirement of four 
straight games against each other. Who knows what’s next? 
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The Hurricanes have dropped three straight. How concerned should they 
(and fans) be? 

 

By Sara Civian Mar 22, 2021  

 

As annoying as those “one year ago today” think pieces and oral 
histories all over Twitter around the Pandemicversary were, they did 
have me, well, thinking about March 11, 2020. 

It was that eerie purgatory in between before times and whatever this is, 
and I was at the Prudential Center for Hurricanes practice the day before 
they were slated to play the Devils. 

The media had to be six feet away from the players, so all microphones 
were elongated and basically turned into lightsabers. And I don’t care 
how old you are, when presented with more than one lightsaber-y object, 
you’re going to act like Luke Skywalker. As a few of us were sparring, 
Justin Williams walked out of the locker room and said something like, 
“C’mon, guys, maybe we should take this seriously.” 

So much happened in that short period of time that I can’t even 
remember if he was kidding or serious — and Williams is often too 
sarcastic to discern that as it is. But here I am one year later to confirm 
that he was definitely right. 

If I’ve learned anything other than “Justin Williams is always right,” it’s 
how quickly the human brain can adapt decently enough to unfathomable 
things in order to survive. So, about halfway through the 2020-21 NHL 
season, and the unique parameters the players and the league agreed to 
in order to have a season at all, it’s starting to feel like a new normal 
inside a new normal inside a new normal. 

If you’re an NHL fan, you’ve likely already adjusted to the baseball-esque 
series format and so many games, but there are a few things you 
probably don’t know about how the players themselves are adjusting. 
There are certain pros and cons to this whole experience, especially 
playing the same few teams over and over. 

“Pros, I feel like you kinda know what to expect,” Jordan Martinook said 
during last week’s series with Nashville. “I think we kinda know the game 
they wanna play. It just sets up for the type of game we want to play. On 
the road it’s nice to be able to stay in a city, you’re not traveling as much. 
The familiarity with the way teams play. Cons? I don’t know, there’s … I 
don’t know. I don’t know if there really is a con. I guess you can get more 
rivalries and more intense games, but I don’t know if you’d actually call 
that a con or not.” 

“I think you just treat it like any other game, right? For the pluses, it’s nice 
to play the same team to try to find their weaknesses each game, make 
adjustments and try to capitalize on that,” Warren Foegele said in the 
midst of the current four-game series with the Blue Jackets. “Minuses? I 
don’t know if there are really any minuses. Maybe sometimes it’s 
annoying playing the same team so many times, but that’s the year we 
have right now. But it’s always fun to go out there, and it’s a privilege to 
play every day in the National.” 

But what’s this been like from a coaching standpoint? 

“(The process of) preparing is no different than if you didn’t play the same 
team — you still look at their last game, but their last game happens to 
be against you,” head coach Rod Brind’Amour offered. “So it’s a little 
easier in some respects, but also harder because you gotta make little 
adjustments and change some things — you don’t want to be too 
predictable. Having some randomness to your game is good, so you 
kinda tweak things here and there. But I don’t really think it’s much 
different than if you just played a normal schedule. You gotta get your 
team to play your game, that’s the most important thing.” 

Not many cons to discuss when you’re 20-7-3, in a tight, three-way race 
for the Central Division lead. But the Canes have now dropped three in a 
row after an eight-game win streak in which they looked unstoppable. 
How worried should they (and you) be? 

I remember realizing on the first day of training camp how quickly the 
complexion of any team could change in a matter of minutes this season 
due to COVID-19 protocol, increased risk of injury with the condensed 
schedule and all the mental challenges this season presents. So back to 
the human brain’s ability to adapt. I’ve long thought the team that’s best 
equipped to adapt in the face of all of the aforementioned obstacles will 
win the Cup this season. 

What, exactly, does that require? We won’t know for sure until the 
season’s over, but halfway through the season certain teams’ abilities to 
adapt are starting to stand out, and they look like this: roster depth, good 
coaching, familiarity, youth. That screams “Carolina Hurricanes” to me. 

And, here’s the thing — the Hurricanes’ losses haven’t been particularly 
bad from an effort standpoint. Their rough start in the first game of the 
current series made sense, considering travel issues coming home from 
Detroit that forced a full-team, all-nighter. Saturday night’s shootout loss 
came via controversy in the first place. 

“I know we can be better, and I think that’s positive. I know we can be a 
lot better. There’s a whole other level we can get to — that we’re going to 
need to get to,” Brind’Amour said before Saturday’s game. “I do like the 
fact that this is a hardworking group, they come to play. Even when we’re 
not at our best we find a way to get to it. There’s no quit in this group. I’d 
love to see us be able to play the game the way we have to play all the 
time, but it’s hard to do. We get off track a little bit here and there, but it’s 
normal — every team does. We’ve fought through a lot, we’ve got a lot of 
guys out, we’ve had injuries and sicknesses and all that. I think the guys 
have stuck to what they’ve had to do for the most part.” 

After the Hurricanes’ worst loss of the season in 2020, they had one of 
their most fun practices I have ever attended. 

After this three-game skid, it looks like they followed the same playbook. 

If you’re worried about them falling into a spiral, I’d read that article from 
last season again. They righted that ship. And if they aren’t too worried 
about their current situation, maybe you shouldn’t be, either. 
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Blue Jackets can't get untracked in 3-0 loss to Carolina 

 

Bill Rabinowitz 

 

Carolina defenseman Haydn Fleury clears the puck as Blue Jackets 
center Jack Roslovic deflects the puck during the third period Monday 
night at Nationwide Arena. 

Just when the Blue Jackets had reason to feel good about themselves, 
they delivered quite the clunker on Monday. 

Carolina played like a team eager for retribution after losing to Columbus 
in Raleigh on Thursday and Saturday and dominated the Jackets 3-0 in 
front of 3,829 at Nationwide Arena. 

The defeat snaps a five-game point streak for the Blue Jackets, who had 
ridden a resurgence lately to put themselves back in the thick of the 
playoff race in the Central Division. 

Monday's performance won't help, in the standings or with the team's 
confidence.  
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The ice was tilted from the start. Hurricanes goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic 
stopped all 19 Blue Jackets shots. Few of them were tough chances. 

"They checked tonight, and we couldn't get through it," Jackets coach 
John Tortorella said. "We didn't do enough things to get through it." 

Carolina led 1-0 after one period, scoring midway through it when Brady 
Skjei got his first goal of the season. The puck deflected off of Columbus 
goalie Joonas Korpisalo on a shot by Sebastian Aho, and Skjei found the 
top right corner of the net. 

That came seconds after the Blue Jackets had perhaps their best scoring 
chance of the period. Zach Werenski fed Oliver Bjorkstrand, whose shot 
clanged off the right post. 

Earlier in the period, Columbus killed a power play lasting nearly 4 
minutes, including 22 seconds of 5-on-3 after Nick Foligno was called for 
boarding with David Savard already in the penalty box. 

"I think it kind of didn't allow us to get into the flow, the penalties we 
took," Tortorella said. 

Carolina added two goals in the second period. After a Blue Jackets 
power play generated little, the Hurricanes scored on a deflection by 
Jesper Fast off a slap shot from the blue line past Korpisalo. 

Carolina made it 3-0 on a beautiful give-and-go between Martin Necas 
and Sebastian Aho, who fed Necas for a shot on which Korpisalo had 
little chance. At that point, the Hurricanes led in shots on goal 21-7 and 
shots attempted 38-14. 

Through two periods, Jack Roslovic and Boone Jenner, with two, were 
the only Columbus players with more than one shot on goal. 

"They're a hard team to come back on," Columbus captain Nick Foligno 
said. "They know how to play and they stay in your face. They force you 
to make some turnovers, and we were not diligent with the puck and with 
the way we checked in that second period and it cost us." 

The Blue Jackets cut into the shots disparity in the third period, but they 
couldn't get anything into the net. Riley Nash had the best chance with a 
breakaway early in the period but was thwarted by Nedeljkovic. 
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David Savard focused on helping Blue Jackets make a playoff push, 
blocking out trade talk 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

Blue Jackets defenseman David Savard is a beefy presence who does 
yeoman's work in front of his team's net, but the 10-year veteran has 
played 101 regular-season games since his last goal. 

Speculation about David Savard’s future with the Blue Jackets has 
become a topic of interest with the NHL’s trade deadline less than a 
month away. 

Savard is a 30-year-old defenseman with a right-handed shot, a pending 
unrestricted free agent with 10 years of NHL experience — all with 
Columbus. He’s a valuable commodity as a hulking, fearless, shot-
blocking machine who plays on the second defense pairing. 

He’s just not all that interested in thinking about trades or what his future 
might bring after this season. 

“That’s just part of the business side of it,” said Savard, whose improved 
play in recent weeks coincides with the Blue Jackets’ return to playoff 
contention. “I don’t worry too much about it. I’m here to play hockey and 

win a Stanley Cup. That’s the only thing I’m trying to do is help the team 
win games, get in the playoffs and go for a run.” 

It’s something he has done for the Jackets before, primarily by turning his 
6-foot-2, 233-pound frame into a shot-blocking shield and battering ram. 
Savard also is good with his stick defensively and has formed a stout 
pairing with multiple partners with similar body types, including Jack 
Johnson, Ian Cole and current partner Vladislav Gavrikov.  

Savard and Gavrikov struggled in the first half of this season, not unlike 
many of their teammates, but they’re together again and playing close to 
the way they did last season. Savard is a big reason why, literally and 
figuratively. 

“You just know what you’re going to get out of him every single night,” 
defenseman Zach Werenski said. “He’s a guy who’s going to block shots, 
be physical, be good defensively. He doesn’t really score too much, but 
he has kind of an offensive touch to him. He can make plays. In all 
situations, Savy’s a rock for our back end, and he’s been a huge part of 
this team for a long time.” 

There would be a massive crater left behind if Savard gets moved before 
the April 12 deadline, which has become less likely after the Jackets’ 
recent surge into fourth place in the Central Division. 

“He’s part of our top four,” coach John Tortorella said. “We’ve put the 
pairs back together, that we’ve had for quite a while and I think that’s a 
big part of us playing a little bit better here, is the leading of the top-four 
(defensemen). So, he’s part of that.” 

Savard is also integral in the Blue Jackets’ locker room.  

He has a quiet personality, but keeps the mood light with an unheralded 
sense of humor. He’s also eager to help younger players and is the 
Jackets’ main rep with the NHL Players’ Association — a job that 
required him to keep teammates apprised of collective bargaining 
negotiations, as well as two “Return-To-Play” initiatives since the onset of 
the COVID-19 pandemic last March. 

Along with being a husband and father of three young children, he’s had 
a lot on his mind the past year — not to mention his unresolved contract 
status and a long goal drought. 

Heading into a home game Monday against the Carolina Hurricanes, 
Savard’s last goal was on April 10, 2019, in Game 1 of the Blue Jackets’ 
memorable upset sweep of the Tampa Bay Lightning. His last regular-
season goal was March 30, 2019, in Nashville, a span of 101 games. 

“I think I’m past the time that it kind of weighs on me,” Savard said. “It 
would be kind of nice to get one, but I’m just trying to help the team win. 
At some point, it’s going to have to go in.” 

Trade speculation will also pass at some point, regardless of what the 
deadline brings. 

“Who knows what’s going to happen?” Savard said. “It’s part of the 
business and there’s a decision that has to be made at some point, but 
for me, it’s out of my hands. I can’t do anything about it. I’m just worrying 
about playing hockey.” 

Grigorenko recalled 

Tortorella didn’t plan to make any lineup changer for the game Monday 
other than switching back to goalie Joonas Korpisalo for the start in net. 

The Blue Jackets decided to recall forward Mikhail Grigorenko from the 
taxi squad, though, as a precautionary measure in case a forward 
expected to play couldn’t go. Grigorenko was assigned to the tax squad 
on Sunday, so his recall was the second time in a week he was recalled 
a day after being assigned. 
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Seth Jones proving critics wrong again, leading Blue Jackets on another 
playoff push 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

Blue Jackets defenseman Seth Jones skates with the puck against 
Carolina on Saturday. Jones forced the game to overtime by scoring with 
28.4 seconds remaining in regulation. 

There is a narrative going through hockey circles that Seth Jones isn’t 
quite as impressive as he is often said to be.  

The theory goes that Jones, the Blue Jackets’ superstar defenseman, 
doesn’t rack up enough points or goals to garner serious consideration 
for the Norris Trophy, which is awarded annually to the NHL’s top blue-
liner. All Jones can do to nix that sentiment is continue playing like he 
has recently, most notably the past two games against the Carolina 
Hurricanes.   

After scoring twice in a 3-2 overtime win Thursday in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, including the winner, Jones was just as impressive Saturday, 
forcing the game to another OT on a tying goal with 28.4 seconds left in 
regulation. The Jackets pulled out a 3-2 win in that one too, in a shootout, 
and pulled even with the Chicago Blackhawks at 33 points. 

They also took over fourth place in the Central Division on a tiebreaker, 
and Jones is a huge reason why heading into another two-game set 
against the Hurricanes on Monday and Thursday in Columbus. 

The proof was in his play, which was impossible to miss.  

“We needed someone to take control of the game for us,” Blue Jackets 
coach John Tortorella said after the win Thursday. “I thought he stood up 
and said, ‘I’m gonna be the guy tonight.’ It’s one of the better games I’ve 
seen him play since he’s been here, at an important time.”  

It wasn’t just that one game.  

Jones has turned a frustrating, sluggish start into his usual excellence 
over the past month, and it has happened in the nick of time for the 
Jackets’ annual late-season playoff push. That is no coincidence.  

“I’m my biggest critic, and I wasn’t on top of my game the first half of this 
season,” Jones said. “I want to be the best player I can be for this team 
and be a part of why this team is a playoff contender and can compete in 
the playoffs.”  

Anything you can do ...  

Joonas Korpisalo and Elvis Merzlikins apparently are in a friendly battle 
of jaw-dropping saves. 

Korpisalo has made three or four dazzling stops in his past few starts, 
including a couple of diving efforts with his goal stick, and Merzlikins 
matched him Saturday in overtime. Facing a 2-on-1 rush 1:12 into OT, 
Merzlikins made a fantastic diving save with his glove against Martin 
Necas, who redirected a pass from Sebastian Aho.  

“We put, really, a lot of effort and love into this game,” Merzlikins said. “I 
think we are fighting, really, for each other. Even if somebody is making a 
mistake, there is a partner who is going to save (him). We are blocking a 
lot of shots, we are playing good defensively, which is important for us 
right now, so I’m really happy that we are getting on the right track.”  

Cannon fodder  

The Blue Jackets assigned forwards Alexandre Texier and Mikhail 
Grigorenko to the taxi squad on Sunday, after both missed the previous 
two games with “non-COVID” illnesses. Texier also was taken off the 
NHL’s COVID protocols list and Grigorenko felt well enough Saturday to 
attend the Jackets’ optional morning skate. … Another strong game for 
the Jackets’ new fourth line of Stefan Matteau, Ryan MacInnis and Eric 

Robinson on Saturday — plus improved play from center Kevin Stenlund 
— likely factored into the assignments for Texier and Grigorenko. 
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Blue Jackets get throttled and thumped by hungrier Hurricanes in 3-0 
loss 

 

By Aaron Portzline Mar 22, 2021  

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella held his 
morning media chat with a towel draped around his neck. He looked like 
a cornerman or a cutman who just stepped away from the boxing ring. 
He talked that way, too. 

“We have to go on the ice and not wait to see how the game is going to 
be played,” Tortorella said. “We have to inflict our game, especially in this 
part of our schedule. If we’re going to stay afloat, we need to inflict. We 
need to feel that we belong here.” 

Tortorella wants the Blue Jackets to dictate, not respond. He wants them 
to set the tone, not just keep the pace. With a five-game point streak 
heading into Monday’s game, he wanted them to keep the pedal down, 
not switch on cruise control. 

The Carolina Hurricanes had other ideas Monday. 

After letting two games slip away in Raleigh, N.C., the Hurricanes put a 
chokehold on the Blue Jackets on Monday, dominating for two periods 
and cruising to a 3-0 win at Nationwide Arena. 

“You can ask me 10 different questions about it, about what happened,” 
Tortorella said postgame. “They checked tonight and we couldn’t get 
through it. We didn’t do enough things to get through it.” 

The Blue Jackets were shut out for the third time this season. Oliver 
Bjorkstrand and Max Domi rang shots off the iron behind Carolina 
goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic but otherwise, there were long stretches 
where the Jackets didn’t come close to getting the puck anywhere near 
the Hurricanes’ net. 

Through 27 minutes of play, the Blue Jackets generated only six shots on 
goal and only 12 shot attempts. 

Here’s the thing: 

The Blue Jackets had to know Carolina was going to come out swinging. 
This was the third game of a highly anticipated four-game set between 
the clubs, and the Blue Jackets had won each of the first two games in 
tantalizing fashion. 

On Thursday, they won in overtime on Seth Jones‘ goal. On Saturday, 
the Blue Jackets were on the brink of defeat at least twice before 
escaping with a shootout win. 

In those weekend games in Raleigh, the Blue Jackets played with a 
greater sense of desperation, sure. But there were also times in each of 
the games when Carolina threatened to grab momentum. 

Each time, Tortorella was able to send out his rough-and-tumble fourth 
line — Stefan Matteau–Ryan MacInnis–Eric Robinson — to establish a 
forecheck, throw their bodies around and tilt the ice back to even. 

But even the fourth line wasn’t as effective Monday. 

“I’m not going to call it a step back,” Blue Jackets captain Nick Foligno 
said. “We didn’t check well enough in the second (period) and they did. 
We knew they were going to push; we didn’t have an answer for it. 
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“They’re a hard team to come back on. They know how to play. They 
stay in your face and force you to make some turnovers. We were not 
diligent with the puck in the way we checked in that second period.” 

The Hurricanes took a 1-0 lead in the first period and added two goals in 
a span of 2:19 early in the second period to blow it open. 

At one point late in a Blue Jackets’ power play, the Hurricanes had a two-
on-none chance — yes, those tend to be rare — but Carolina’s Warren 
Foegele couldn’t corral the puck on Joonas Korpisalo’s doorstep to make 
it 4-0. 

“We weren’t ready to match their intensity,” Domi said. “Once you get 
behind the eight ball on a team like that, it’s tough to get back into it. 

“We get another crack at ’em (on Thursday). Rest up and get our legs 
back. Different game, different story come Thursday.” 

The Blue Jackets slid to fifth place in the Central Division, though they 
have the same number of points (33) as fourth-place Chicago. The 
Blackhawks nudge ahead because they’ve played fewer games (32) than 
Columbus (33). 

With 23 games remaining in the regular season, the Blue Jackets are 
talking as if they’re already in playoff mode. 

The Blue Jackets (2-1-0) and Hurricanes (1-0-2) have each earned four 
points so far in this series, setting up for a big game Thursday at 
Nationwide Arena. 

“Have to win,” Foligno said. “Not like it’s a must-win game, but we have 
to start climbing. We need to start winning sets of games here. 

“It’s gonna be this way the whole year out, guys. There’s not a game we 
can afford to lose. We have to win every single game here. That has to 
be our mindset.” 

Snacks 

• The Blue Jackets sent forward Alexandre Texier to their taxi squad 
Sunday, the next step in what has been a frustrating season. Texier 
missed the two games in Raleigh due to COVID-19 protocols but hasn’t 
made much of an impact this season. In 30 games, he has 4-5-9. Last 
season, in 36 games, he had 6-7-13. Texier started the season as the 
Blue Jackets’ top-line left winger. 

• Tortorella liked what he saw of the Matteau-MacInnis-Robinson line and 
he didn’t want to mess with the chemistry by putting Texier back in the 
lineup. Or, as he put it: “That’s the way it turns. MacInnis, Robby and Stef 
played well and Tex was not playing that well.” 

• Forward Mikhail Grigorenko was recalled from the taxi squad Monday to 
serve as an extra forward. 

• As of Sunday, defenseman Mikko Lehtonen remained in Canada 
awaiting his work visa before he could travel to Columbus to join his new 
teammates. The Blue Jackets acquired Lehtonen from Toronto in a trade 
earlier this month for goaltender Veini Vehvilainen. The Blue Jackets 
expect Lehtonen to arrive this week, at which time he’ll begin a 48-hour 
quarantine. 

• The Blue Jackets are off Tuesday. 
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Why Panthers, not Stars, are Lightning’s biggest threat in Central 

It didn’t go to the Stanley Cup final like Dallas, but Florida has posed the 
biggest challenge to Tampa Bay so far this season. 

 

By Mari Faiello 

 

Over the first half of the NHL season, only one team won more games 
than it lost to the Lightning. 

It wasn’t the Dallas Stars, Tampa Bay’s opponent in last season’s 
Stanley Cup final. It wasn’t the Columbus Blue Jackets, who swept the 
Presidents’ Trophy-winning Lightning in the opening round of the 2018-
19 postseason. Or even the Nashville Predators, just three-plus seasons 
removed from the Cup final. 

It was the Florida Panthers, who haven’t won a postseason series in 23 
seasons. 

Though Tampa Bay (23-6-2) evened the season series at two games 
apiece with a 5-3 win Sunday at Amalie Arena, Florida is responsible for 
two of the Lightning’s league-low six regulation losses this season. 

The Panthers (20-7-4) so far have posed the biggest threat to the Stanley 
Cup champions during this truncated season in which teams play only 
within their division through the regular season and first two rounds of the 
playoffs. 

With the top four teams in each division qualifying for the postseason, it’s 
likely the Lightning will face the Panthers in the first or second round, 
depending on seeding. 

“They’re a very good team,” Lightning forward Alex Killorn said Sunday 
night. 

Lightning record vs. Central Division opponents 

Opponent TBL Record vs. Team 

Carolina 3-2 

Chicago 6-1 

Columbus 1-1 

Dallas 3-0 

Detroit 3-1 

Florida 2-2 

Nashville 5-1 

When the NHL realigned its divisions before the season to limit travel 
during the pandemic, the Lightning and Stars looked to be the class of 
the division. But Dallas, which hosts Tampa Bay on Tuesday and 
Thursday, sits in seventh place, 20 points behind the Lightning. 

It’s been the Panthers, who trail the Lightning by four points, and 
Carolina Hurricanes (five points back) that have presented the bigger 
challenges. 

Why Florida, whose playoff win series drought is the longest active streak 
in the league? 

“This is a different team than we’ve played in the past,” Killorn said. “I 
think they’ve added some key guys, and it’s hard to play against them.” 

Forwards Carter Verhaeghe (12 goals, 24 points) — who won the Cup 
with Tampa Bay last season before leaving as a free agent — Anthony 
Duclair (14 points), Alexander Wennberg (14 points) and Patric Hornqvist 
(12 goals, 25 points) have given Florida depth throughout the lineup. The 
Panthers might be one of the few teams in the division that can roll out 
multiple lines, similar to the Lightning. 

Florida showed its bona fides by beating Tampa Bay twice in three 
games over a five-day span in mid-February. 

The Panthers used their speed and puck possession to take control in a 
5-2 win over the Lightning on Feb. 11. Tampa Bay rebounded two days 
later to beat Florida 6-1, but the Panthers bounced right back, beating the 
Lightning 6-4 in a game in which coach Jon Cooper said Tampa Bay 
“gifted” Florida too many opportunities. 
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On Sunday, Cooper called the Panthers “a hell of a team.” 

They’re also well-coached. In his previous stop, Joel Quenneville led the 
Chicago Blackhawks to three Stanley Cups in a six-year span, including 
a six-game victory over the Lightning in the 2014-15 Cup final. 

“They’re structured, they play hard, they all can skate, they have skill,” 
Cooper said. “They’ve got a good team. They play with confidence, too, 
and when you have that, you feel like you can win every game.” 

Dallas (10-10-8), meanwhile, has lost almost twice as many games as it 
has won this season, when you include overtime and shootout losses. 

The Stars’ season was sidetracked almost before it began, as a 
coronavirus outbreak and winter storm that knocked out power across 
the state forced eight games to be rescheduled. Things haven’t improved 
much since, as Dallas has gone 5-6-4 in its last 15 games. 

Injuries have played a significant role, too, as center Tyler Seguin (hip) 
and goaltender Ben Bishop (knee) have yet to play following offseason 
surgeries. Forwards Alexander Radulov and Roope Hintz and 
defenseman Mark Pysyk were injured earlier this month, and two more 
forwards (Radek Faksa and Joel Kiviranta) were added to the list on 
Sunday. 

In their three games against the Lightning this season, the Stars have 
been outscored 11-3, including back-to-back shutout losses in late 
February-early March. In addition to an inability to put the puck in the net, 
Dallas was hampered by sloppy puck possession and subpar 
goaltending. 

It’s clear the Stars aren’t the same team that pushed the Lightning to six 
games in the Cup final. 

Thanks to the Blackhawks’ recent slide (1-6 in their last seven games) 
and inconsistent play by the Predators and Blue Jackets, the Stars are 
just five points out of a potential playoff spot. But they’re no longer the 
threat they were once perceived to be. 

That team now resides in South Florida. 

Up next 

at Stars, 8:30 p.m. Tuesday 

American Airlines Center, Dallas 

TV/radio: Fox Sports Sun, radio: 970 AM 

Contact Mari Faiello at mfaiello@tampabay.com. Follow @faiello_mari. 

UP NEXT:Lightning score three in third, take down Panthers 

Mari Faiello - Sports Trending and Outdoors Reporter 
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Could the Lightning and Red Wings be a trade deadline match? We 
worked out a few potential deals 

 

By Max Bultman and Joe Smith Mar 22, 2021  

 

As trade deadline “silly season” goes, it’s been a decidedly un-silly March 
thus far in the NHL. 

Colorado traded a sixth-round pick for a backup goaltender. The Blue 
Jackets added a depth defenseman by trading an AHL netminder. Not 
exactly fireworks three weeks out from April 12. 

And maybe it’ll stay that way. But it was at least interesting last week to 
see a Lightning assistant general manager on the seating chart for a pair 

of games in Detroit, especially during a season in which those seating 
charts have been leaner than normal. 

Perhaps that was just a routine check-in. But it’s hard for the mind not to 
wander at this time of year, especially when it comes to the defending 
champion Lightning and the rebuilding Red Wings, who are clearly 
sellers. 

Last season, the Lightning made a pair of crucial deadline acquisitions 
that played a key role in helping them hoist the Stanley Cup. Does Detroit 
have a piece that could help them do the same in 2021? 

The Athletic’s Lightning and Red Wings beat writers, Joe Smith and Max 
Bultman, are here to explore just that. 

Max Bultman: Well Joe, I’m hesitant to ever make too much out of a 
scouting presence at an NHL game, but does anyone on the Red Wings 
roster stand out as the kind of addition the Lightning could be looking for? 
I know they’re operating on a pretty tight budget this season. 

Joe Smith: You’re right, Max, the Lightning have the kind of budget we 
both had in college. “We literally have zero cap space,” GM Julien 
BriseBois said. BriseBois said it’s “unlikely” they add a player, and if they 
do, it would have to be a dollar in, dollar out move; they essentially did 
their shopping last year, trading two firsts and top prospect Nolan Foote 
for Barclay Goodrow and Blake Coleman, knowing they’d have both for 
two Cup runs. I do believe Tampa Bay is doing their due diligence and 
seeing if they could get that extra piece. Unlikely doesn’t mean 
impossible. 

The two areas I can see the Lightning looking to address are depth on 
the blue line and potentially a veteran, hard to play against forward for 
the bottom six, which is why I think the Red Wings are an interesting fit. 
They’re sellers with cap space, meaning they can retain some salary to 
make a deal work and could use some futures. 

First, let’s look at the blue line. What are the Wings looking at for Troy 
Stecher or Marc Staal? Who are the defensemen in play from Detroit’s 
point of view? 

Bultman: They’re in an interesting spot with three pending UFA 
defensemen. There’s Patrik Nemeth, a good shot-suppressing defender 
that could help on the third pair. You mentioned Staal, who’s carrying a 
rather large cap hit at $5.7 million, but Detroit could retain money there, 
as you said. Staal certainly has plenty of playoff experience over his long 
career. And then there’s Jon Merrill, who has quietly been one of 
Detroit’s top defensemen all season. 

One thing you may have noticed, though: those are all left-handed shots, 
and Tampa already has the best left side blue line in the NHL. 

That brings us to Stecher, a right-shot, who is one of the few Red Wings 
defensemen signed beyond this season. He’s been quite good since 
signing in the offseason, full of compete and making important stops for 
the Red Wings. I don’t think they’d move him lightly, and he’s a strong 
candidate to be protected in the Seattle expansion draft. But they’re not 
in a position to make hardly anyone untouchable, either, so they’d have 
to listen on him. 

Smith: I get what you’re saying about the Lightning’s left side, which 
BriseBois has dubbed “murderer’s row,” with Victor Hedman, Ryan 
McDonagh and Mikhail Sergachev. So yes, ideally, someone they bring 
in can either play a) right side next to Hedman, or b) on the third pair. But 
an interesting wrinkle is that the Lightning have played Sergachev on the 
right side more than ever before, and he has played well with Hedman in 
the top pair. If the Lightning were to approach it that way, their top four 
being Hedman-Sergachev and McDonagh-Erik Cernak, they’d mostly be 
looking for a third pair or depth help. The key is whether whoever they 
are acquiring is an upgrade over Jan Rutta or rookie Cal Foote, who has 
come on strong and played in 14 straight games. 

So unless it’s an impact kind of defenseman — like David Savard from 
Columbus — or someone with more experience than Foote, I don’t know 
how many assets Tampa Bay would give up. 
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Merrill is an interesting target, especially for his cap hit of $925,000. I 
think Stecher is the big name add, but the Lightning already will have 
trouble protecting all their top D-men for the expansion draft too. 

What are the Red Wings looking for in dealing their pending UFA D-
men? I’m sure the price points are different for Staal than Nemeth or 
Merrill. 

Bultman: I would have to think so, yes. As you surely remember, Steve 
Yzerman can be pretty hard to get a read on at this time of year. Staal 
(who Detroit received a second-round pick to acquire from the Rangers 
last summer) is an interesting case because of the cap difficulties he 
poses to buyers. I would think that makes his price point lower than, say, 
Merrill on the trade market, although it’s hard to say whether GMs would 
think the same way after salary retention. He does have the experience 
factor going for him. 

I’d think a mid-round pick (somewhere between the third and fifth rounds) 
or prospect is a good range for a rental defenseman. But situations 
always vary player to player. Merrill, for example, would make a lot of 
sense for the Red Wings to re-sign, so there could be some advantage in 
Detroit holding onto him, too. 

Smith: Even for Staal, the remaining cap hit is $2.4 million (and will be 
roughly $1.4 million on deadline day), according to CapFriendly, so I’d 
imagine the Red Wings would be fine retaining a chunk of that if the pick 
is a little better. How has Staal, 34, looked? We all know the Lightning 
love their former Rangers defensemen. The reason I thought of Staal is 
that he’s got experience and size and is a hard-to-play-against type and I 
think he could play with Foote or Rutta. 

Bultman: He’s been better than I expected, although I can’t say 
expectations were high. It can’t be easy to get traded from the franchise 
that drafted you and join the NHL’s last-place team. But to his credit, he 
hasn’t wallowed. He’s formed an effective pair with Stecher and added 
some offense on occasion. 

I can’t say he’s been mistake-free, but the experience element is real, 
especially if the Lightning feel they need someone to play alongside, say, 
Foote. 

Via @hockeystatscz 

Smith: The good news for the Wings is that the Lightning seem open to 
moving picks or prospects. They’ve got a history of dealing their first-
rounders, trading seven of the last nine players they took in the first 
round (dating back to the Yzerman era), with the only two remaining 
being Foote and Andrei Vasilevskiy. They moved two first-rounders last 
year. 

And they’re in an interesting spot when it comes to prospects. They’ll 
need many of them, especially up front, due to the expected cap-cutting 
moves they’ll make this summer. But assistant GM Stacy Roest said the 
other day that they’re still willing to trade their young players if that’s what 
the other team is looking for and it’s the right fit. 

Any of Tampa Bay’s young players have any intrigue to Detroit? There 
are few GMs who know the Lightning’s system better than Yzerman. I’m 
thinking Mathieu Joseph, Alex Volkov, Alex Barre-Boulet, Taylor 
Raddysh, Ross Colton, or a younger player like Sammy Walker, who 
plays for the University of Minnesota. I think the pending UFAs wouldn’t 
necessarily require a regular player like Joseph, but I suppose the 
prospects would come in play if it were Stecher. 

Bultman: Beyond the potential for adding picks, Joseph certainly stands 
out from that group as someone who’s succeeded in relatively limited 
minutes with the Lightning. But I agree that Detroit’s pending UFAs 
probably couldn’t command a young roster forward like him in a straight-
up trade. 

I don’t know the Lightning’s system well enough to comment on most of 
those others, but as you said, Yzerman and Pat Verbeek most certainly 
do. That’s one more reason I think these teams are well-suited as trade 
partners. 

But there’s one Red Wings player we haven’t discussed yet that I’m 
wondering if we should. You said the Lightning could potentially use a 
hard-to-play-against veteran in the bottom six. That’s Luke Glendening to 
a T. Jon Cooper has spoken highly of Glendening in the past, he’s been 
dominant in the faceoff circle this season and we’ve revisited in the past 
how good Glendening was against the “triplets” line in a 2015 playoff 
series. 

It’s been a while since 2015, but sometimes those memories endure, and 
certainly Tampa has seen Glendening plenty this season. So what do 
you think: could Glendening make sense as that veteran bottom-six 
boost for the Lightning? 

Via @hockeystatscz 

Smith: Cooper is a huge fan of Glendening, and you know the rest of the 
Lightning core guys respect the kind of player he is. He’s a pain in the 
ass to play against, and teams can’t have enough players like that. The 
reason Glendening is an intriguing option is that the one area where they 
could use some experience is at 4C. They’re stacked up the middle with 
Brayden Point, Anthony Cirelli and Tyler Johnson (Yanni Gourde is an 
option too), but the fourth line has been a rotation, with Joseph (who is 
not a natural center) and, most recently, an impressive rookie in Colton. 
Tampa Bay is expected to get Mitchell Stephens back from knee surgery 
in the coming weeks, though you imagine it’d take time for him to get 
back to his game. 

But Glendening boasts experience, he’s tough, can match up and can 
win faceoffs too from the right side (league-best 64 percent), as Cooper 
pointed out; that’d be a big boost for a Tampa Bay team that’s 18th in the 
league in the dot, winning just under 50 percent of their draws. If the 
Lightning want a guy like that, after trading veteran 4C Cedric Paquette, 
Glendening would fit well. 

Assume the price for Glendening is similar to pending UFA D-men? Or 
different? They wouldn’t need to make much cap room as his remaining 
hit is $775,000 (will be around $400,000 by deadline day), according to 
CapFriendly. Keep in mind the Lightning don’t have any second-rounders 
in this year or next year’s draft, just an expected late first round in both, 
then third-rounders, etc. 

Bultman: I’d put it on the high end of that price range because he is a 
proven playoff commodity and because he is so cheap on the cap. But 
yes, something around there would be my expectation for him. 

Smith: So let’s make a deal, Max. What do you think? 

A third-rounder for Glendening? 

A first-rounder for both Glendening and Staal, with the Red Wings 
retaining money? 

A first-rounder and Taylor Raddysh for Stecher? 

Bultman: I bet the Red Wings would leap at the second or third 
proposals, even if Tampa Bay’s first-rounder does end up at No. 32. As 
for the third-rounder for Glendening, that could very well be where the 
price point lands for him. It’s not the kind of “wow” deal I think Detroit 
would need to accept way ahead of the deadline, and I could see them 
counter-offering or shopping him around more, but that is the right range 
and certainly a fair offer. 

One name I asked you about back in the summer who you weren’t so 
sure the Lightning would be keen to move: what if Detroit asked for 
goaltender Hugo Alnefelt? The Red Wings’ goalie pipeline is lean. 

Smith: I don’t think he’s untouchable, if that’s what you’re asking. If it 
were the right deal that gives them a better shot at a Cup, I think the 
Lightning would consider it. Alnefelt, 19, a third-rounder from the 2019 
NHL Draft, is the team’s top goalie prospect. But with Vasilevskiy being 
the best goalie in the world and under contract for seven more years, 
there’s not a heightened need for a goalie of the future. 

I still think there’s a very good chance the Lightning stand pat at the 
deadline, knowing no one will have a better acquisition than getting back 
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a healthy Hart Trophy winner in Nikita Kucherov for the playoffs. But with 
Tampa Bay’s roster expected to look different next year with the cap and 
a rare chance to repeat as champs, I can see BriseBois trying to be 
creative and give them the best chance at a “magical” finish. 

So if that means the Lightning offering a mid-round pick, like a third, for 
Glendening or Staal, or trying to look for an interesting offer for both, it’s 
worth exploring. The biggest issue for Tampa Bay is cap space, but 
CapFriendly points out that they can send down a couple players as late 
as the day of the trade deadline to make a 20-player roster and give 
them $1 million in space to use. 

Bultman: That cap consideration certainly seems like it’s going to be a 
sticking point in anything the Lightning do, and these deals would be no 
exception. But as partners go, these two teams continue to make a lot of 
sense. 
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3 things we learned from the Chicago Blackhawks on Monday, including 
plans for Kirby Dach and a focus on defense: ‘We can execute better and 
have more of a killer instinct’ 

 

By PHIL THOMPSON 

MAR 22, 2021 AT 6:32 PM 

 

You could point to any number of reasons the Chicago Blackhawks have 
gone on a skid, but they’re not overthinking their system as they push the 
reset button with a six-game homestand that starts Tuesday against the 
Florida Panthers. 

Certainly, they’ve experienced a downturn — they’ve lost four straight in 
regulation for the first time since an eight-game slide in 2018 that 
stretched from late November to early December. 

But in their view, they played competitively in six road games against the 
Panthers, Dallas Stars and Tampa Bay Lightning, and they haven’t lost 
sight of their preseason mission: build winning routines on and off the ice 
with less focus on the outcome. 

“Whatever the record’s been before, you try to look at the process,” 
forward Mattias Janmark said. “I don’t think it feels like we played bad in 
those four games especially; I feel like we’ve played worse in stretches. 

“But sooner or later you have to turn those into some wins, so that’s what 
you focus on. You also have to play the right way and the same way we 
have those last four games, and hopefully that’s the way to turn it 
around.” 

The Hawks held on to fourth place in the Central Division for more than a 
month, but the Columbus Blue Jackets caught them Saturday. Both have 
33 points. 

“We all know the standings, we all know we have to win to find ourselves 
a playoff spot,” Janmark said. “But I don’t feel there’s any panic at all. We 
just focus on our game and if we can improve in little areas, it’s going to 
show up in some points here.” 

Hawks coach Jeremy Colliton shared similar sentiments. 

“We’re well aware that we haven’t gotten points lately,” he said. “But to 
me, the way you get points is how you play and the process of preparing 
and also when it comes to game time, finding a way to do the right 
things. 

“I feel that we’re on a good path. If we just look at the last two Tampa 
games, we played well both games,” he said. “There’s areas that we can 
tighten up and be sharper in, no question.” 

Here are three takeaways heading into Tuesday’s game against the 
Panthers at the United Center. 

Will the Blackhawks make the playoffs? Join our Blackhawks Fans group 
and sound off. 

1. Kirby Dach’s outlook is coming into focus. 

The good news is there haven’t been any setbacks as Dach works his 
way back from wrist surgery, but there’s still no target for his return. 

“He’s definitely taking contact,” Colliton said. “Obviously there’s different 
levels of contact. We’re trying to give him a little bit at a time.” 

Colliton implied Dach won’t be limited when he does return: “I’d expect if 
he’s cleared to play, he’s cleared to play.” 

What’s less clear is what will happen to the top-six lineup once Dach 
returns. When Dylan Strome returned from concussion protocol last 
week, he played wing. He usually plays center. 

Dach has the same kind of flexibility, though he’s primarily a center too. 

The Hawks have mixed and matched Pius Suter and Philipp Kurashev 
centering the top two lines, though both have played wing too, and Carl 
Soderberg and David Kampf also have seen time at center for the top 
lines. Dach’s arrival likely will create a domino effect. He centered for 
Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat on the top line for the latter part of last 
season and the summer postseason. 

“I wouldn’t expect that he would play wing,” Colliton said. “That doesn’t 
mean he’s going to take all the faceoffs, but one of the things that makes 
him most valuable is his play in the middle and his play down low and his 
play defensively and his ability to push the pace from goal line to goal 
line. Covers a lot of ground.” 

2. The Hawks focused on transition offense and net-front defense during 
practice. 

“We feel like we’re leaving a little bit on the table in transition, being able 
to take advantage of our work ethic and pressure on the puck,” Colliton 
said. “I think we can execute better and have more of a killer instinct in 
those situations.” 

“Be clean, be quick, play fast and take advantage of those three-on-two, 
four-on-threes that hopefully we’re going to create. We feel like we can 
get more out of our work ethic when we force turnovers, so that was a 
focus.” 

But if teams do get into the offensive zone, the Hawks want to get out of 
their own end quickly and cleanly. That can set up odd-man rushes, too. 

They worked on three-on-three drills during practice at Fifth Third Arena. 

“Working to get pucks back, staying on the D side, switching when we 
can and when we do win the puck back, be clean with it, find a way to 
exit clean,” Colliton said. 

During the road trip, the Hawks struggled to get out of the defensive 
zone, which leads to longer shifts, which leads to tired defenders, which 
leads to mistakes. The Lightning in particular excelled at winning back-
wall battles and doing other work behind the net to not only extend zone 
time but set up cleaner looks at the net. 

“When there’s a guy behind the net, it always creates confusion, 
especially when they have the puck back there,” defenseman Calvin de 
Haan said. “It’s hard to play defense now. Sometimes lifting a stick is a 
slashing penalty. There have been some soft calls on us this year when 
guys have just fallen down and the refs still call it. 

“So I understand why teams do it. When you have a high-skilled player 
behind the net, they can make plays from back there.” 
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“That’s why we did the three-on-three drill today,” de Haan said. “We 
worked on stuff like that, like covering your man in front. That’s just part 
of our game we have to maybe try and clean up a little bit.” 

3. Calvin de Haan won’t lose sleep over Seattle. 

As a veteran defenseman who’s under contract in 2021-22, de Haan is 
one of the Hawks names circulating for potential exposure to the Seattle 
Kraken expansion draft July 21. 

The Hawks won’t have to worry about several first- and second-year 
players who by draft rules won’t be eligible, but they have others, such as 
Patrick Kane, who have no-movement clauses and have to take up a 
spot on the protection list, as well as younger players they want to 
protect, such as Kirby Dach and Alex DeBrincat. 

That leaves de Haan a likely candidate to be left off the protection list, 
which is due July 17. 

“You’ve still got to play good hockey, whether you get picked or not,” he 
said. “One team is going to want you, hopefully.” 

Chicago Blackhawks defensemen Calvin de Haan, right, and Ian Mitchell 
practice Jan. 4, 2021, at Fifth Third Arena. 

De Haan has had a goal and six assists through 29 games. He leads the 
Hawks with 68 blocks and ranks second in hits with 69. 

“If you go to Seattle, you go to Seattle. … I’ve been through it before with 
Vegas,” de Haan said of the Golden Knights’ 2017 draft. “I was left 
exposed in that draft, too, and ended up staying with the Isles. It’s not 
going to be a burden on my play. 

“At the same time, if I am exposed, this year is maybe a tryout for that 
team in a certain way and you still want to play well.” 

Calvin de Haan threw himself into creating a craft beer for charity while 
recovering from a shoulder injury. The result is Loud Barn Lager, a tribute 
to Blackhawks fans. » 

Colliton called a de Haan a dependable defender. He also has been a 
partner and on-ice mentor for younger blue liners such as Adam Boqvist. 

“He plays a hard game, he’s physical, he can get stops in D zone,” 
Colliton said of de Haan. “He’s got some wiliness in him as far as finding 
ways to survive in tough situations; he can play against top players. 
Certainly he plays an important role for us.” 
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Blackhawks return to Chicago hoping for cleaner execution in transition 
offense 

 

By Ben Pope Mar 22, 2021, 3:36pm CDT 

 

For the first time since Valentine’s Day (Feb. 14), the Blackhawks 
entered Monday outside of a playoff spot. The Blue Jackets had matched 
the Hawks with 33 points in 32 games and held the tiebreaker of 
regulation wins, nine to eight. 

With that reality in mind, the Hawks hit the ice in Chicago for the first time 
in two weeks, their 1-5 road trip finally in the past. 

The full squad, including a cleared-for-contact Kirby Dach, practiced at 
Fifth Third Arena with a heavy emphasis on transition offense. 

Coach Jeremy Colliton hopes improvement in that area can jump-start 
the team. 

“We feel like we’re leaving a little bit on the table in transition,” Colliton 
said. “We can execute better and have more of a killer instinct in those 
situations.” 

The drills in Colliton’s practices usually involve relatively few participants 
at a time. Two-on-one, two-on-two and three-on-three situations are most 
common, whether players are rushing the length of the rink or contained 
in one zone. Colliton doesn’t run full-line rushes as often as other NHL 
coaches and teams do. 

He didn’t run full-line rushes Monday, either, but he did incorporate a new 
four-on-three drill that forced the Hawks to complete passes cleanly and 
move the puck through the neutral zone before closing in on the goalie. 
Another variation incorporated neutral-zone puck retrievals into the 
sequence. 

“[We need to] be clean, be quick, play fast and then take advantage of 
those three-on-two, four-on-three [rushes] that hopefully we’re going to 
create,” he said. 

“It’s one thing to have a play to make; you’ve got to make it. When you 
do that, you’re able to expose teams before they’re able to get numbers 
back to defend. We want to be fast, but part of being fast is making those 
plays, so it’s something we’ve been focusing on.” 

After the loss to the Lightning on Saturday, Colliton noted his team had 
plenty of opportunities to create scoring chances — particularly in the 
third period — but squandered them because of a lack of urgency and 
sharpness. 

When they had breakaway or two-on-one opportunities, they did take 
them. Stellar Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy, however, just shut them 
down. But they seemed less eager to rush ahead for counterattacking 
opportunities when larger numbers of Hawks and Lightning were involved 
in the play. 

That lack of offensive volume was a trend throughout the road trip. 
During five-on-five play, the Hawks averaged only 31.5 shots and 16.0 
scoring chances per game. That was their worst six-game stretch this 
season; they had averaged 41.4 shots and 20.6 chances per game 
previously. 

“We just have to be a little bit sharper, whether it’s setting someone else 
up with a better pass tape-to-tape or finishing it off by shooting the puck,” 
winger Mattias Janmark said. “The intentions are there, and we can be a 
little bit quicker. As soon as we win the puck, everybody be ready, 
everybody get open.” 

Maintaining Dylan Strome’s momentum — he has been excellent in his 
first two games back from a concussion — and getting Dach back as 
soon as possible will help the Hawks’ offense overall, but particularly in 
this aspect. 

David Kampf and Pius Suter aren’t exactly counterattacking maestros 
between Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat on the first line. Strome, who 
has more of those playmaking elements, was elevated to that top center 
role for most of the game Saturday and could start there Tuesday against 
the Panthers. 

Colliton said there still isn’t a timeline for Dach’s return, but his “ability to 
push the pace from goal line to goal line” will be helpful when he is 
cleared. 
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Dach a full participant at Blackhawks practice 

 

John Dietz 

Updated3/22/2021 7:11 PM 
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Kirby Dach practiced with the Blackhawks on Monday as he continues to 
work his way back from a fractured wrist. 

The second-year center went through all the drills during the 30-minute 
session, then spent more time on Fifth Third Arena's alternate rink 
working on net-front situations with Matthew Highmore, Lucas Wallmark 
and Ian Mitchell. 

"We keep giving him more and more, and that's encouraging," coach 
Jeremy Colliton said. "No reason to think there'll be any setbacks. We 
just keep pushing him and we'll see (about a return date)." 

Dach likely will slot back into his customary center position, although he 
may not take every faceoff. Dach injured his wrist in December while 
playing for Canada in World Juniors. 

"One of the things that makes him most valuable is his play in the middle, 
his play down low, his play defensively and his ability to push the pace 
from goal line to goal line," Colliton said. "Whether he takes all the 
faceoffs, we'll see. He didn't necessarily take all (of them) last year. We'll 
also see how the team does look when he comes back. That typically is 
part of what you consider when building a lineup." 

The Hawks begin a six-game homestand with back-to-back games 
against Florida (20-7-4) Tuesday and Thursday. 
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Bowman needs to address undersized roster if Chicago Blackhawks are 
to rise to top again 

 

John Dietz 

Updated3/22/2021 7:08 PM 

 

NHL teams can't ice dance their way to a Stanley Cup title. 

That goes without saying, right? When the playoffs begin, time and space 
shrinks as the biggest, baddest and best teams assert themselves in an 
effort to intimidate. 

Tampa Bay's 2020 title team is a great example. 

Sure, the Lightning possessed plenty of talent, but they also kept 
opponents off-guard thanks to hard-nosed players such as Alex Killorn, 
Anthony Cirelli, Yanni Gourde, Pat Maroon, Erik Cernak and Ryan 
McDonagh. 

Blackhawks coach Jeremy Colliton noted as much before his team 
dropped another two games to Jon Cooper's squad over the weekend, 
saying: "They've got the high-end skill. They've got a lot of difference-
makers in their group, but just the hardness (and) the physical, grinding 
style that they can also play. 

"They're hard to play against." 

Something the Hawks currently are not. It's one thing to play with 
passion, win battles and outwork opponents. It's quite another when the 
Hawks should be taking offense to questionable hits or challenges by a 
team like the Lightning. 

Somebody needed to respond Thursday after Alex DeBrincat was 
leveled by Maroon. Or after the first or second time Connor Murphy was 
baited into fighting. 

But nothing happened. 

So, quite predictably, the Lightning were at it again Saturday. DeBrincat 
was cross-checked by Gourde before a faceoff. Patrick Kane received 
the same treatment from Gourde moments later. Then Adam Boqvist was 
leveled by a flying Killorn elbow. 

And the Hawks did nothing. Again. 

This would not have happened 5-10 years ago. A Dustin Byfuglien, 
Andrew Ladd, Troy Brouwer, John Scott, Ben Eager, Adam Burish, Dave 
Bolland, Brandon Bollig, Andrew Shaw or Jamal Mayers would have 
made sure of that. 

Even Jonathan Toews stuck up for wronged teammates, as did Artemi 
Panarin. Who can forget the Russian putting Minnesota's Matt Dumba in 
a choke hold and wrestling him to the ice after Dumba crushed Kane on 
March 26, 2016? 

Most of the problem lies in how the roster is constructed. Even a 
rebuilding squad should possess multiple players who will flatten an 
opponent or two to keep their more talented teammates safe. 

Stan Bowman, who has fallen in love with undersized defensemen and 
forwards, absolutely must address this issue if he expects the Hawks to 
consistently battle for Stanley Cups in the future. 

Only three Hawks -- Murphy, Nikita Zadorov and Carl Soderberg -- weigh 
more than 200 pounds. Nine weigh 188 or less. DeBrincat weighs 165, 
Ian Mitchell checks in at 173, Brandon Hagel at 174, Pius Suter at 176, 
Patrick Kane at 177 and Dominik Kubalik at 179. 

It's a tall order for guys like that to go toe to toe on a nightly basis with a 
team built like the 23-6-2 Lightning, who trot out seven regulars at 215 or 
more. Only four weigh less than 190. 

Vegas (21-7-1) is another great example, with the Golden Knights 
possessing eight players who weigh 210-plus, including the hard-hitting 
Ryan Reaves (6-1, 225) and former Chicago Wolves forward Keegan 
Kolesar (6-2, 227). 

How Bowman addresses this issue will likely determine if the Hawks' 
rebuilding effort is successful. 

Add the right players to this up-and-coming roster and you've got a 
tough, dangerous team on your hands. But do next to nothing and that's 
exactly what you can expect out of this franchise for years to come. 
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Blackhawks trade deadline history: Ranking the best (and worst) deals, 
from the Stanley Cup runs and beyond 

 

By Mark Lazerus Mar 22, 2021  

 

Stan Bowman has caught a lot of flack over the years from Blackhawks 
fans for various decisions and contracts, but you had to appreciate his 
willingness to swing for the fences every year at the trade deadline. He 
understood how rare it is to have a legitimate shot at winning a 
championship, and he was always willing to sacrifice some of the future 
to make a run at the present. Sometimes it paid off, and sometimes it 
backfired. But at least he went for it. That’s more than you can say about 
a lot of general managers in the ever-cautious NHL. 

Of course, there was a price to pay once the glory years ended. The 
Blackhawks have spent years building back their prospect pool and draft 
capital after all those win-now moves. The deadline has become about 
the future, not the present. And this year should be more of the same, 
with the Blackhawks looking to sell off veteran scraps for a few picks and 
prospects here and there. 
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As we approach the April 12 deadline, let’s take a look back at the best 
and worst deadline deals in Blackhawks history, from the Bowman era 
and beyond. (For the purposes of this exercise, we’re counting any deals 
that happened within a couple of weeks of the deadline.) 

The best deadline deals 

1. 2015: Blackhawks acquire center Antoine Vermette from Arizona for 
defenseman Klas Dahlbeck and a 2015 first-round pick 

The Blackhawks have acquired better players at the trade deadline, but 
never one who so directly helped them win a Stanley Cup. Vermette was 
the perfect go-for-it move. Seeking some depth down the middle, 
Bowman was willing to part with a first-rounder that would have been at 
the end of the round anyway and landed the perfect piece in Vermette — 
an excellent two-way center and ideal teammate. After getting 
inexplicably healthy scratched by Joel Quenneville in the Western 
Conference final, Vermette — centering Patrick Sharp and Teuvo 
Teravainen — scored the game-winning goal in Game 4, then did it again 
in Games 1 and 5 of the Stanley Cup Final. 

2. 1994: Blackhawks acquire winger Tony Amonte and the rights to 
winger Matt Oates from the Rangers for Stephane Matteau and Brian 
Noonan 

This one worked out well for both sides, as Matteau scored one of the 
biggest goals in Rangers history that spring, in Game 7 of the Eastern 
Conference final against New Jersey. But the Blackhawks got by far the 
best player in the deal, as Amonte went on to post 268 goals and 541 
points in eight-plus seasons in Chicago. 

3. 2012: Blackhawks acquire defenseman Johnny Oduya from Winnipeg 
for a second-rounder and a third-rounder in 2013 

Known as the “Pizza Man” for delivering so many turnovers in Winnipeg, 
Oduya immediately became a huge part of the Blackhawks defense. In 
back-to-back games in March, he played 29:56 and 31:14. It wasn’t an 
instant reward for the Blackhawks, who went on to lose to the Coyotes in 
the first round. But Oduya was an integral part of the 2013 and 2015 
championships, forming a terrific shutdown pairing with Niklas 
Hjalmarsson. 

4. 2013: Blackhawks acquire center Michal Handzus from San Jose for a 
fourth-rounder 

There was plenty of consternation in Chicago when this was Bowman’s 
“big” move at the 2013 deadline. Handzus was old, slow and had been a 
healthy scratch for the Sharks’ last six games. But these are the kinds of 
sneaky-good trades that put great teams over the top. Handzus proved to 
be the long-awaited answer at second-line center, bumping Dave Bolland 
down the lineup, where he formed an all-time fourth line with Marcus 
Kruger and Michael Frolik. Handzus worked well with Patrick Kane and 
posted 11 points in 23 playoff games. He was the first player to get the 
Stanley Cup after Jonathan Toews. 

5. 1990: Blackhawks acquire winger Michel Goulet, goaltender Greg 
Millen and a 1991 sixth-rounder for Mario Doyon, Everett Sanipass and 
Dan Vincelette 

Interestingly, Millen was the focus of this deal when it was made, despite 
Goulet being a four-time 50-goal scorer. Goulet was only 29 at the time 
but was on the decline. He still scored 88 goals in four full seasons in 
Chicago. Millen played just three games the following year and was done 
in Chicago. Sanipass was a first-round pick in 1986 but never made 
much of an impact. Doyon and Vincelette never amounted to much, 
either. 

6. 2008: Blackhawks acquire forward Andrew Ladd from Carolina for 
Tuomo Ruutu 

Ruutu was the ninth overall pick in 2001 and scored 23 goals as a rookie 
in 2003-04, but he couldn’t match that over the next few years in 
Chicago. He spiked a 26-goal season in his first full year in Carolina, but 
couldn’t keep up that pace, either. Ladd, meanwhile, brought Stanley 
Cup experience to the young Blackhawks and played a key third-line role 

in the 2010 championship run before becoming a cap casualty that 
summer. 

7. 2018: Blackhawks acquire winger Victor Ejdsell, a first-round pick and 
a fourth-round pick from Nashville for Ryan Hartman 

It’s still remarkable in hindsight that the Blackhawks got a first-rounder for 
Hartman. Think back to last year, when they could only get a second-
rounder for Robin Lehner and a third-rounder for Erik Gustafsson, both 
far more accomplished players than Hartman at the time. Ejdsell was 
supposed to be a big piece of the future, but didn’t pan out. What really 
sets this trade apart is what Bowman and Mark Kelley did with the picks 
— the first-rounder became Nicolas Beaudin and the fourth-rounder 
became Philipp Kurashev, both of whom look like they could become 
significant long-term players in Chicago. 

8. 2015: Blackhawks acquire winger Andrew Desjardins from San Jose 
for Ben Smith and a seventh-rounder 

Once again, Bowman made hay on an under-the-radar deal with the 
Sharks. Desjardins was an excellent defensive forward who joined with 
Andrew Shaw and Marcus Kruger to form a dynamite fourth line that 
Quenneville rode hard on the way to the 2015 Stanley Cup. Smith 
bounced around from San Jose to Toronto to Colorado then Europe, 
never able to duplicate his breakout 2013-14 season in Chicago. 

9. 2011: Blackhawks acquire winger Michael Frolik and goalie prospect 
Alexander Salak from Florida for wingers Hugh Jessiman, Jack Skille and 
David Pacan 

It took a couple of years for the impact of this one to truly be felt, but 
Frolik was another integral part of that incredibly deep 2013 
championship team, a former 20-goal scorer and first-round pick with the 
Panthers who reinvented himself as one of the league’s best penalty 
killers and defensive forwards. Skille was the seventh-overall pick in 
2005 but never realized his potential. Meanwhile, Jessiman and Pacan 
never made it to the NHL (Salak played just one game with the 
Panthers). 

10. 2010: Blackhawks acquire defensemen Kim Johnsson and Nick 
Leddy from Minnesota for Cam Barker 

Minnesotans spent years stewing on this one as Barker — the No. 3 
overall pick in 2004 — had played his last NHL game by the time Leddy 
hoisted the Stanley Cup in June 2013. Concussions ended Johnsson’s 
career prematurely. 

Honorable mentions 

So many deadline deals are minor moves, dumping expiring contracts or 
aging veterans and amassing as many draft picks or prospects as 
possible, never knowing how it’ll pan out. When you get a first-rounder, 
it’s fair to expect it to pan out. When you get a seventh-rounder, well, you 
got a little lucky. Here are some other deadline deals worth noting: 

2004: Blackhawks acquire a 2005 fourth-round pick from the Islanders for 
Alexander Karpovtsev. That fourth-round pick? Niklas Hjalmarsson. 

2003: Blackhawks acquire a 2004 seventh-round pick and defenseman 
Sami Helenius from Dallas for Lyle Odelein. That seventh-round pick? 
Troy Brouwer. 

2006: Blackhawks acquire Brandon Bochenski and a 2006 second-round 
pick from Ottawa for Tyler Arnason. Bochenski played just 30 games for 
the Blackhawks, but Chicago flipped him to Boston for Kris Versteeg in 
2007 (24 days before the trade deadline, which is why that trade isn’t in 
the top 10). 

1995: Blackhawks acquire Denis Savard from Tampa Bay for a 2006 
sixth-rounder. This was 34-year-old Savard, not the glorious prime 
Savard. It’s probably blasphemous to rank a trade involving Andrew 
Desjardins or Michael Frolik ahead of one involving Savard — and he did 
post 18 points in 16 games during the 1995 playoffs before fading his last 
two seasons — but Cups matter more than nostalgia. Sorry, not sorry. 
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2016: Blackhawks acquire Andrew Ladd (again), Jay Harrison and Matt 
Fraser from Winnipeg for Marko Dano and a 2016 first-rounder. This one 
might have looked bad in hindsight, but Ladd was exactly what the 
Blackhawks needed that season in their quest for a third Cup in four 
years. Just because it didn’t work out doesn’t mean it was a bad trade; 
after all, if the Blackhawks scored one more goal against St. Louis in that 
first round, who’s to say they don’t have another championship? Oh, and 
the pick (which was moved to Philadelphia) became center German 
Rubtsov, who has played all of four NHL games. 

2010: Blackhawks acquire defenseman Nick Boynton from Anaheim for 
future considerations. Pretty sure Anaheim is still waiting on those 
considerations. 

1994: Blackhawks acquire defenseman Gary Suter, winger Randy 
Cunneyworth and a third-round pick from Hartford for Frantisek Kucera 
and Jocelyn Lemieux. Suter’s a borderline Hall of Fame and the 
Blackhawks got four good years out of him for two players who were 
basically done. 

The worst deadline deals 

A huge number — maybe even a majority — of deadline deals every 
year amount to little or nothing for both teams. So we won’t be looking at 
blockbusters like Ville Pekka for Chris DiDomenico or Rob Scuderi for 
Christian Ehrhoff or Ryan Risidore for Ryan VanderBussche. These are 
trades that failed, and in some cases, had a long-term detrimental effect 
on the Blackhawks. 

1. 1999: Blackhawks send defenseman Chris Chelios to Detroit for 
Anders Eriksson and two first-round picks (1999, 2001) 

In theory, two first-round picks is a massive haul for a 37-year-old 
defenseman. But Chelios was no ordinary 37-year-old defenseman. He 
went on to play for another decade, with Blackhawks fans forced to see 
their beloved hometown hero lift the Stanley Cup while wearing that 
godforsaken winged wheel twice. Oh, and those two first-round picks? 
They became defenseman Steve McCarthy and goalie Adam Munro. 
Yeah. Not great. 

2. 2016: Blackhawks send center Phillip Danault and a 2018 second-
rounder to Montreal for winger Dale Weise and Tomas Fleischmann 

Try not to imagine a Blackhawks lineup with Jonathan Toews, Kirby Dach 
and Danault down the middle. It’ll hurt too much. 

3. 2018: Blackhawks send defenseman Michal Kempny to Washington 
for 2018 third-rounder 

Kempny went on to win the Stanley Cup as a top-pairing defenseman 
with the Capitals that spring. The Blackhawks wound up flipping the pick 
and taking Niklas Nordgren in the third round. 

4. 2015: Blackhawks send a 2015 second-rounder and a 2016 second-
rounder to Philadelphia for defenseman Kimmo Timonen 

Timonen was a nice story, a beloved player finally winning the Stanley 
Cup in his final season. But he wasn’t exactly a big part of it, aside from 
being Teuvo Teravainen’s “hockey dad.” The 2016 pick was conditional, 
and would have been a fourth-rounder had the Blackhawks not won the 
Cup. Neither of the picks have amounted to anything yet, but two 
seconds is still a steep price for a nice story. 

5. 2011: Blackhawks send Ryan Potulny and a 2011 second-rounder to 
Ottawa for defenseman Chris Campoli 

Yeah, we don’t have to revisit how this one ended for Chicago. Sorry for 
even bringing it up. 
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Sportsnet.ca / What we know about Monday's Canadiens-Oilers 
postponement 

 

Eric Engels 

March 22, 2021, 9:07 PM 

 

MONTREAL—It was shortly after Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s and Joel Armia’s 
names were placed on the NHL’s COVID-19 Protocol list that we sent an 
email to the league’s deputy commissioner to see if Monday’s game 
between the Montreal Canadiens and Edmonton Oilers at the Bell Centre 
would become the first in Canada to be postponed since the season got 
underway on Jan. 13. 

“No, there won’t be a postponement tonight,” Bill Daly responded. 

Four minutes later, Daly emailed back to say he had been made aware of 
“new facts” and that we shouldn’t rule out a postponement. 

At 6:29 p.m. ET, 51 minutes after we heard last from Daly, the NHL made 
the official announcement the game would be played at a later date and 
that the league would provide a further update on Tuesday, which left us 
more than enough time to piece together the events of the day and also 
ponder all the ramifications. 

First, let’s get to what we know—even if what we don’t know is going to 
dominate the conversation for the coming hours. And, regarding what we 
don’t know, things can change in an instant. 

We know the Canadiens had a day off on Sunday. They returned to their 
practice facility in Brossard, Que., for Monday’s morning skate, submitted 
to testing and then took to the ice. Every player who played in Saturday’s 
game against the Canadiens and Vancouver Canucks, including 
Kotkaniemi and Armia, participated (Tyler Toffoli, who missed Saturday’s 
game with a lower-body injury, did not). 

A media availability was held through Zoom with Kotkaniemi and Armia’s 
linemate, Artturi Lehkonen, speaking first. Lehkonen’s session was 
followed by one with Victor Mete, and then coach Dominique Ducharme’s 
ended just before noon ET. 

Armia’s name first popped up on the COVID protocol list shortly after 5 
p.m. ET on Monday, and Kotkaniemi’s name was added minutes later. 

No other names have been added since. None from Vancouver, either, 
with the Canucks having submitted results prior to their game with the 
Winnipeg Jets, which is scheduled for 7 p.m. local (10 p.m. ET) at 
Rogers Arena. 

We know the Canadiens have rigidly abided by the NHL’s protocols to 
date, as confirmed by multiple team sources, but let’s get to what we 
don’t know. 

We don’t know whether or not protocol was breached in this case. 

We don’t know if either Kotkaniemi or Armia in fact have COVID-19, or if 
they were just in close contact with someone who recently tested 
positive, or if their own tests were accurate (we’ve seen false positives 
happen everywhere—including in Montreal, with Toffoli prior to training 
camp—and that is a possibility here). 

We also don’t know when Monday’s game will be made up, nor do we 
know how the rest of the Canadian schedule will be affected by this 
postponement. 

The Oilers are scheduled to be in Montreal through Friday night, so it’s 
possible this game will be made up on Tuesday. But that would only be 
possible if the situation with the Canadiens doesn’t devolve further. 

We certainly hope it doesn’t, for the health and safety of all parties 
involved. Never mind what it would mean for Montreal’s season, which is 
obviously secondary. 
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Meanwhile, Monday’s cancelation marks the first two-day break the 
Canadiens have had between games since a stretch from Feb. 14 to 
Feb. 19. We’ll see how long they’re off for once the NHL provides more 
details on Tuesday. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' unique approach with Galchenyuk could be 
key to his revival 

 

Chris Johnston 

March 22, 2021, 8:17 PM 

 

TORONTO -- The plans were set in motion right from the first phone call. 

Kyle Dubas told Pat Brisson that the Toronto Maple Leafs intended to 
help Alex Galchenyuk rebuild his shaken confidence when first they 
spoke about Brisson’s client coming to Toronto, and everything that’s 
unfolded in the five weeks since has been done with that in mind. 

It has included a healthy dose of 1-on-1 skills development time, like the 
session Galchenyuk put in with skating coach Randi Milani on Monday 
morning. There was a six-game stint in the American Hockey League 
where he was given the chance to play huge minutes. And when 
Galchenyuk finally stepped into the Leafs lineup for a back-to-back 
against Calgary over the weekend, he did so alongside John Tavares 
and William Nylander. 

Sheldon Keefe is notorious for his line juggling, but he stuck with that trio 
even after they were scored on twice in three shifts to begin Friday’s 
game. And he acknowledged the role he needs to play in helping create 
the conditions where Galchenyuk can thrive. 

“You know I think we recognize there’s more to this player here in terms 
of what he has to offer,” said Keefe. “I think the first thing is give him a 
chance to play with good players.” 

Home of the Leafs 

Viewed from 10,000 feet, it’s an undeniably sensible approach to dealing 
with an asset that carries asymmetrical upside. Galchenyuk was acquired 
for a negligible cost (the Leafs actually freed up a contract slot by 
sending Egor Korshkov and David Warsofsky to Carolina for him) and 
could conceivably become a cap-friendly contributor if able to regain only 
a fraction of his previous form. 

Brisson says Galchenyuk endured an emotional toll while bouncing from 
Arizona to Pittsburgh to Minnesota last season. Then he signed in 
Ottawa as a free agent, started this year as a healthy scratch, and spent 
all of 48 hours on the Hurricanes' roster as a salary throw-in to a trade 
before getting flipped to the Leafs. 

It’s certainly possible that each of those organizations made the right call 
by moving on from a former third-overall pick who has battled injuries and 
had his hockey sense questioned. Where Toronto veered from industry 
convention was deciding to step back and show patience rather than 
trading for him on a Monday, throwing him in the lineup on a Wednesday 
and starting to make immediate judgments. 

In a typical year, things may not have played out this way. The Leafs 
jumped at the chance to trade for Galchenyuk in part because he was 
already in Canada and didn’t need a 14-day quarantine like a player 
arriving from the U.S. would. 

“It was just really convenient that we could have him drive from Ottawa, 
test a couple times and be a part of our group,” said Dubas. ”He was 
obviously a player that had a great stretch in his early 20’s and has now 

bounced around for a few teams. So what we wanted to do was stabilize 
him, get him working with our development staff and then get him in and 
rolling with games with the Marlies. 

“It was just really fortunate how it all worked out.” 

The Leafs forever need to mine for useful depth to augment their highly-
paid core, as evidenced by Vancouver’s waiver claims on Travis Boyd 
and Jimmy Vesey over the last week. And the loss of two replacement-
level forwards only makes Galchenyuk more important to the 
organization. 

He’s impressed with his attitude and willingness to get to work, with 
Keefe noting that many players in Galchenyuk’s situation wouldn’t have 
accepted their first-ever AHL assignment so gracefully. 

“It’s a credit to how motivated he is to get this right,” said Keefe. 

Galchenyuk’s first two games with the Leafs were high on effort. He 
skated well and got in on the forecheck and won some puck battles. The 
Leafs only need him to be a complimentary scorer in a forward group that 
now features seven top-10 draft picks and there was a small hint of 
promise to be found against the Flames. 

He also seems to be carving out a niche with his new teammates. 

“He’s a great guy,” said Nylander, who had a chance meeting with 
Galchenyuk when he was down playing for the Marlies. “I was out for a 
walk and I mean we were talking for an hour. I never really met the guy, 
very nice guy. 

“And obviously wants to be here and works really hard out there.” 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

Where this goes is still very much to be determined, but how it’s gone so 
far is unusual in a league where teams typically apply a “survival of the 
fittest” approach to decision-making. 

For now, the Leafs are intent on providing Galchenyuk with every chance 
to wipe his own slate clean after pinballing through six organizations in 
two years. 

“I feel very comfortable here in Toronto,” said Galchenyuk. “I give a lot of 
credit to the organization for the time they put in to work on me and get 
my game back where it needs to be. It’s amazing. 

“I reaIly appreciate it and I’ve just got to keep sticking to it and do my 
best.” 

There could be a nice payoff for their patience. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets trade deadline preview: Is Cheveldayoff willing to 
spend on big target? 

 

Ken Wiebe 

March 22, 2021, 8:36 AM 

 

WINNIPEG — Kevin Cheveldayoff must feel like a contestant on the 
precipice of the Showcase Showdown in this real-life version of The Price 
is Right. 

With the NHL trade deadline just over three weeks away and his 
Winnipeg Jets in the thick of the race in the North Division, the general 
manager has consulted with his trusted advisors (via Zoom, of course) 
and he’s taken a look behind the curtain to get a gauge for what 
inventory might be available before April 12. 
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Cheveldayoff knows that behind Door No. 1 is the prized acquisition, a 
difference-maker who could potentially be the missing piece down the 
stretch and into the playoffs, provided the Jets remain among the top-four 
in what has become an increasingly tight race — where third place and 
sixth are separated by only five points. 

Behind Door No. 2 is the under-the-radar talent, perhaps a lesser-known 
player who could come in and have a bigger impact than expected. 

Someone who is capable, but wouldn’t necessarily draw the same 
response as someone who has been generating all of the buzz on the 
numerous trade lists. 

Think along the lines of Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow when they 
went to the Tampa Bay Lightning last season or Michal Kempny when he 
joined the Washington Capitals in 2018. 

There is another option for the Jets to consider and that’s to choose 
what’s behind Door No. 3 — which involves standing pat and perhaps 
providing some runway for some younger internal options. 

Given the age and experience level of the Jets core group, going with 
what’s behind Door No. 3 could be intriguing, but it also seems unlikely. 

In recent years, when the Jets believed they had an opportunity to make 
a significant upgrade, Cheveldayoff took a swing. 

Look no further than the additions of Paul Stastny in 2018 and Kevin 
Hayes in 2019. 

Significant assets were used in those deals and Cheveldayoff wasn’t 
afraid of the cost of doing that type of business. 

Stastny fit like a glove, while the Hayes era wasn’t nearly as memorable 
— though the way he’s played for his next employer is an example of 
what the Jets probably envisioned for him when the trade was made. 

Part of that aforementioned cost of doing business is that even the best-
laid plans don’t always pan out. 

There’s an additional layer for the Jets — and many other teams that are 
currently dipping into the LTIR (Long Term Injury Reserve) pool — to 
consider. 

Creativity could be required when it comes to those salary cap 
complications, as the Jets have just under $3.5 million available to them 
in that LTIR pool right now. 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

Which brings us back to the moment of truth for Cheveldayoff. 

At some point here in the coming days and weeks, the time will come to 
make the final bid. 

Just like on the show itself, the passionate crowd has already weighed in 
and offered plenty of suggestions. 

Now it comes down to what Cheveldayoff is willing to spend and that’s 
where things get really interesting. 

Although it’s considered to be a buyer’s market — given the limited 
number of teams with either the flexibility to add salary or the green light 
to take on additional expenses during this pandemic season — the top 
prize is going to come at a considerable cost. 

To put that into the simplest terms, that means a team like the Jets is 
going to have to be willing to part with a prospect — and first-rounder (in 
either 2021 or 2022) — that they don’t really have any interest in moving. 

What is the tipping point ultimately going to be? 

Because that’s the decision that must be made before Cheveldayoff 
makes his best offer and finds out whether the price is actually going to 
be enough. 

Cap Hit: $83,650,664 

LTIR Pool: $5,033,689 

Projected Cap Space: $-2,150,664 

Current Cap Space: $3,492,501 

Courtesy of Puck Pedia 

RFAs 

C/LW Andrew Copp, 26, $2.28 million (has arbitration rights) 

D Neal Pionk, 25, $3 million 

D Logan Stanley, 22, $1.08 million 

G Eric Comrie, 25, $700,000 

UFAs 

• C Paul Stastny, 35, $6.5 million 

• C Adam Lowry, 27, $2.916 million 

LW Mathieu Perreault, 33, $4.15 million 

C Nate Thompson, 36, $750,00 

RW Trevor Lewis, 34, $750,000 

C Dominic Toninato, 27, $700,000 

D Derek Forbort, 29, $1 million 

D Tucker Poolman, 27. $715,000 

G Laurent Brossoit, 27, $1.5 million 

Draft picks 

2021: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th 

2022: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 3rd (Columbus Blue Jackets), 5th, 6th, 7th 

31 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

Needs 

Right now, the Jets are set in goal, have ample depth up front and when 
it comes to window shopping, the aisle they’re spending the most time in 
these days relates to defence. 

And while Chevledayoff hinted last week there are some promising 
internal options in the system, the expectation is that the Jets are going 
to try to add someone to play on one of the top two pairings. 

The prime targets right now have been well documented: Mattias Ekholm 
of the Nashville Predators tops the list, while David Savard of the 
Columbus Blue Jackets looked like a viable alternative until recently - 
depending on which direction the Jets want to go. 

However, the Blue Jackets run of success suggests that Savard might be 
off the market as Columbus has quietly moved firmly back into the playoff 
chase. 

Another player with term on his deal that could make sense for the Jets is 
Anaheim Ducks blue-liner Josh Manson. 

Manson, 29, has one season left at $4.1 million. He has been limited to 
six games due to an oblique injury, but is slated to return vs. the 
Minnesota Wild on Monday. 

Ekholm, 30, primarily plays the left side, while Manson (who has a 
modified no-trade clause) could fill a spot on the right. 
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Both players offer a nice blend of size, skill and mobility and have playoff 
experience - including a run to the Stanley Cup final for Ekholm and a 
Western Conference final in 2017 for Mason. 

Although used more in complementary roles because of the players 
around them, Ekholm and Mason could provide an immediate boost in 
the top-four. 

Ekholm is the primary target for several teams, both within the North 
Division and around the league. 

So that means the asking price is undoubtedly high for David Poile and 
the Predators. 

If the Toronto Maple Leafs want to secure the bid, the offer probably has 
to include a first-rounder, plus top forward prospect Nick Robertson. 

What does that possibly have to do with the Jets, you might be asking? 

Well, it’s simply a point of reference for what kind of package the Jets are 
going to need to send out in order to secure the services of someone like 
Ekholm. 

When it comes to Manson, acquiring a player limited to just six games so 
far due to injury must be a consideration. 

Rogers Hometown Hockey 

This season, home is where the hockey is. Experience Rogers 
Hometown Hockey. 

There would be risk involved, but with a 14-day quarantine in place, that 
could be mitigated somewhat — provided Manson can get up to full 
speed for the stretch run. 

Given those quarantine rules that remain in place, another player who 
could be of interest to the Jets is Vancouver Canucks blue-liner Travis 
Hamonic. 

The Jets have been linked to Hamonic dating back to his time with the 
New York Islanders and it would be a natural fit for the Manitoban to end 
up in Winnipeg. 

But with the Canucks sneaking back into the playoff race with a recent 
hot stretch, they are probably reluctant to part with a guy who has 
partnered with Quinn Hughes, even if he’s a pending unrestricted free 
agent. 

Another name that could be intriguing to monitor is Rasmus Ristolainen 
of the Buffalo Sabres. 

The Jets have shown interest in Ristolainen previously, but the price tag 
was always incredibly high — with either Nikolaj Ehlers or the now-
departed Patrik Laine part of the ask by the Sabres. 

With the dark cloud swirling around the Sabres, might the Jets take 
another shot at getting a deal done with Ristolainen, provided the price 
tag has gone down considerably? 

Ristolainen endured an incredibly tough bout with COVID-19 and he’s the 
type of guy who could benefit from a fresh start and a new situation, 
similar to the place Tyler Myers found himself back in 2015 before he 
was included in the trade for Evander Kane. 

Sabres GM Kevyn Adams is looking to make changes to his group and 
how deep those go will be fascinating to watch. 

Potential Assets To Move 

Despite some recent strains on the draft, development and retention 
model, the Jets appear ready to at least consider moving their first-
rounder in 2021 or 2022 for a high-end acquisition on the back end. 

Given the calibre of player the Jets seem to be exploring to bolster the 
top-six, that first-rounder looks like it’s just going to be the starting point, 
not the sole piece required to close the deal. 

Top defence prospect Ville Heinola is squarely in the untouchable 
category, while fellow blue-liner Dylan Samberg and versatile forward 
Cole Perfetti probably aren’t far behind him. 

However, the Predators are probably going to be looking for Ekholm’s 
replacement — or to fill an important role up front in the top-six. 

For the time being, let’s operate under the premise that Perfetti is not 
available because the Jets are a bit thinner when it comes to forward 
prospects, especially at centre. 

Asset No. 1: D Dylan Samberg 

The second-rounder from the 2017 NHL Draft is enjoying a steady 
season as a rookie pro. He’s playing big minutes and while he has 
managed only one assist in 16 games, that’s not an indicator of the type 
of performance he’s been delivering at 22 years old. 

Given his size, mobility and puck-moving ability, Samberg projects to fill a 
Top-4 role, likely in a shutdown role. The Jets aren’t shopping Samberg 
and they still view him as a critical part of their long-term plans, but you 
can be sure he’s the type of players teams are asking for when 
Cheveldayoff makes an inquiry. The two-time NCAA Frozen Four 
champion from his time with the University of Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs 
should be ready for full-time duty by next season. 

He’s got a high ceiling even if he’s not going to be a big point producer 
and the only reason his name would be brought up internally is because 
the Jets could feel they have some organization depth in the pool at left 
defence. In addition to Stanley, Heinola and Samberg, the Jets have 
2018 fifth-rounder Declan Chisholm also playing well as a rookie pro in 
the AHL. 

Asset 2: LW Kristian Vesalainen 

The Finnish forward has clearly taken strides in his development, 
showing well during an eight-game audition before he was assigned to 
the Manitoba Moose of the American Hockey League. 

The 2017 first-rounder can skate and shoot and looks much more 
comfortable than he did when he made his debut during the 2018-19 
season. He projects to be a middle-six forward and he’s exempt from the 
Seattle Kraken Expansion Draft, which could enhance his value to a 
team with protection issues. 

Asset 3:LW/C Jansen Harkins 

Just last season, the versatile forward was one of those rags to riches 
stories — an almost forgotten prospect that showed incredible 
determination and forced his way back into the equation as he rose from 
AHL scoring leader who only went back to the minors to participate in the 
AHL All-Star Classic. 

Harkins showed enough to be considered an NHL regular, with his 
dogged determination and play-making ability. But he was slowed in 
training camp by a lower-body issue and he’s been limited to 12 games 
(no points) — and has been a healthy scratch since Feb. 19. The only 
thing Harkins is missing is opportunity, so it’s possible he could be 
included in a deal to a team looking to bolster its forward depth. 

Asset 4: D Sami Niku 

Although some progress is being made, Niku has spent most of this 
season as the seventh or eighth D-man. Considering Logan Stanley is 
establishing himself with increased opportunity and the two top prospects 
already knocking on the door in Heinola and Samberg, the Finnish blue-
liner looks like he could be a sweetener in any deal. He won’t be the 
centrepiece. 

Seattle Expansion consideration 

The expectation is that the Jets will go with the 7-3-1 format and the 
majority of the decisions are pretty straightforward. 

Connor Hellebuyck will be the goalie protected, while the seven spots up 
front appear to be spoken for, with captain Blake Wheeler, Mark 
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Scheifele, Nikolaj Ehlers, Kyle Connor, Pierre-Luc Dubois, Andrew Copp 
and Mason Appleton headlining the list. 

Where things could get complicated would be if the Jets are able to work 
out an extension for Adam Lowry and/or Stastny. 

For those who suggest the Jets should just wait until after the expansion 
draft is held before signing either player, it’s a fair theory — unless they 
were unable to close the deal and were outbid afterward. 

There’s a rolling-the-dice element to that approach and I’m not certain 
the Jets want it to reach that stage with either player. 

On the back end, it’s been believed for quite some time the logical 
candidates to protect are Neal Pionk, Josh Morrissey and Dylan DeMelo. 

What role will the development of Stanley, the towering third-year pro 
and 2016 first-rounder, have in the proceedings, given his size and skill 
set? 

It's certainly possible he could wind up protected given his progression. 

And how might the potential new acquisition fit in the grand scheme of 
things, depending on whether the player has term on his contract or is 
viewed as more of a rental who could also choose to stick around like 
Drew Stafford did after he was acquired from the Sabres in 2015. 

The Jets were one of the teams to swing a side deal with the Vegas 
Golden Knights back in 2017 and it wasn’t as costly as some of the ones 
made by other teams. 

The cost of protecting veteran defenceman Toby Enstrom (who agreed to 
waive his no-movement clause) ended up being reasonable — dropping 
11 spots in the first round of the 2017 NHL Draft and giving up a third-
round pick in 2019 in order for the Golden Knights to select pending UFA 
forward Chris Thorburn (who didn’t sign with Vegas). 

It would not be a surprise if the Jets try to work out a deal with Kraken 
GM Ron Francis once again, but what seems apparent is the Jets are 
likely to lose a solid player — which is essentially the intention of trying to 
allow Seattle to ice a competitive team. 

So while the expansion draft is definitely a consideration, it shouldn’t 
serve as a major impediment for the Jets when it comes to trying to 
finalize a big deal. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With season on the brink, Flames' offence drying up when 
it's needed most 

 

Eric Francis 

March 22, 2021, 11:40 PM 

 

No team in the NHL has allowed more goals than the Ottawa Senators. 

Not even close. 

Yet, there were the Calgary Flames, in the teeth of a desperate playoff 
push, unable once again to solve the division’s worst team. 

Facing a 22-year-old rookie goaltender, the Flames turned his first NHL 
start into a masterpiece. Turning aside 35 shots in a 2-1 win over the 
Flames, fourth-stringer Filip Gustavsson earned his first win, and with it, 
the game puck that generally comes with it. 

So frustrated by a game that saw the Flames throw 71 shot attempts at a 
suddenly stifling Senators squad, Rasmus Andersson punctuated 

Calgary’s second-straight loss by deciding he wasn’t willing to cough up 
the rubber keepsake for his fellow Swede. 

As Brady Tkachuk skated down the ice, imploring the Flames 
defenceman to reconsider, Andersson eventually dropped the puck near 
the Flames bench, allowing Matthew Tkachuk to slap it away from his 
younger sibling. 

Not a great look. 

The hits just keep on coming for a Flames team starting to come to grips 
with the fact their season is on the brink with a staggering 23 games 
remaining. 

Losing four of six to the youngest team in the division will help do that to 
a club. 

And while defensive lapses led to both Ottawa goals, including Chris 
Tierney’s tie-breaking rebound with 2:36 remaining, this one was all 
about how inept Calgary’s offence has become. 

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time. 

“This team has some trouble scoring goals, this is a not a two-game thing 
— I don’t know where that comes from,” said Darryl Sutter, whose team 
went more than 120 minutes without a goal before Johnny Gaudreau 
gave his club brief life with a breakaway finish with five minutes left. 

“This team has to check for chances and check well to have a chance to 
win. You want to be a playoff team, you’ve got to win 2-1 games. That’s 
the way it works.” 

Gaudreau said after the game the coach’s new tight-checking system 
has nothing to do with stymieing Calgary’s 23rd-ranked offence. 

“No, we had trouble scoring a few times throughout this season even with 
Geoff (Ward),” said Gaudreau, who hadn’t scored an even-strength goal 
since Feb. 11. 

“We need to bear down on our chances. We’ve just got to finish. It has 
nothing to do with systems or anything like that.” 

Here is the scariest revelation of all Monday night – the Flames felt they 
played well. 

“I thought we were playing well and playing a lot in their zone,” said 
Gaudreau, who figured the team needed more traffic in front of 
Gustavsson, who rarely had to come up with big saves on second or third 
chances. 

“Kind of looking back through the game, most shots from the point the 
goalie saw or they didn’t get through. Couple odd man rushes didn’t hit 
the net. We still had 30-something shots but we made it too easy on their 
goalie. We’ve got to be better than that.” 

Asked how the players were when he made his post-game visit, Sutter 
was coy. 

“They’re probably tired,” said Sutter, who figures his club has to go 16-7 
the rest of the way, starting with a rare 3 p.m. MT start Wednesday in 
Ottawa again. 

“I think we directed 70-some pucks at their net tonight, so eventually 
they’ll go in. I would say our top two lines in terms of scoring are going to 
have to produce higher-level scoring chances. But other than that, there’s 
not much to complain about. The effort is there, and we played almost a 
perfect road game. We made a couple mistakes and we need (Jacob 
Markstrom) to make a couple saves.” 

They are also getting to the point where they’re going to need a small 
miracle to stay in the playoff hunt. 

Fourth-place Montreal remains four points up on the sixth-place Flames 
with two games in hand as the Canadiens game against Edmonton was 
the first North Division contest postponed this season, after two Habs 
players were placed on the COVID-19 protocol list. 
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The Senators did well to beat Calgary at Sutter’s game, bottling up the 
middle of the ice after Ryan Dzingel took advantage of a bad Mark 
Giordano pinch to open the scoring midway through the first period. 

With all that’s at stake with the Flames facing such a short runway, 
tension heightened for the Flames until Gaudreau took a brilliant Milan 
Lucic pass to break in alone and snap the shutout with five minutes left. 
Until that point, the Flames' best scoring chance came from Zac Rinaldo, 
playing in just his third game of the year. 

However, two-and-a-half minutes later Gaudreau was soft on the wall, 
allowing Drake Batherson to send the puck to the point where a Mike 
Reilly blast produced a long rebound Tierney swatted in. 

“It hurts,” said Elias Lindholm, whose top line generated little on the night, 
dropping the Flames to 4-3 under Sutter. 

“This was a game we needed to at least grab a point, but we didn’t.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Loss of Horvat, Pettersson enough to render Canucks' 
playoff hopes a fantasy 

 

Iain MacIntyre 

March 23, 2021, 2:04 AM 

 

The sports mantra “next man up” often seems delusionary to people 
outside of the team trying to fool itself into believing a major injury 
shouldn’t matter. 

It depends who is injured and who is next up, of course. But most times, 
injuries matter. And the farther up the lineup they occur, the more they 
matter, especially for teams without superior depth. 

The Vancouver Canucks do not have enough quality depth even when 
everyone is healthy. 

When their captain – literally and figuratively – hobbled off the ice on 
Monday, Bo Horvat’s apparent leg injury meant there were no healthy 
centres left from the four who started the National Hockey League 
season for Vancouver. 

Elite forward Elias Pettersson has been out since March 2 with a 
reported wrist injury that was initially regarded as day-to-day but will be 
going on four weeks, at least, before he returns. Third-line centre and 
penalty-killer Brandon Sutter, who had been playing through an 
undisclosed injury, was unable to play Monday against the Winnipeg 
Jets. Fourth-line centre Jay Beagle has missed six games with an 
unknown injury. 

Winger J.T. Miller has filled in admirably at centre since Pettersson was 
hurt, so maybe we’ll see winger Brock Boeser play centre on Wednesday 
when the Canucks play the Jets again before, mercifully, Vancouver gets 
a six-day schedule break. 

But you don’t have to count through four centres for the injuries to reach 
a critical mass for Vancouver. Losing Pettersson and now, apparently, 
Horvat are enough to render the Canucks’ push to cling to the North 
Division playoff race a fantasy. 

Even with inspired moments from Miller and Boeser, and world-class 
goaltending from Thatcher Demko, it’s hard to see how the Canucks 
survive for any length without both Pettersson and Horvat. 

They lost 4-0 Monday to the Jets, who burst playoff “Bubble Demko” with 
shots both excellent and lucky. The Canucks hit four posts around 

Winnipeg goalie Connor Hellebuyck, and as Vancouver coach Travis 
Green said, it didn’t feel like a 4-0 game. 

But the Canucks generated just 22 shots on target, giving them a total of 
40 shots in consecutive losses to the Jets and Montreal Canadiens. Even 
before their improbable four-game winning streak ended with Saturday’s 
5-4 shootout loss in Montreal, the Canucks’ five-on-five play had begun 
to dip noticeably without Pettersson. 

Monday was the 10th straight game that Vancouver has been outshot. 

And now the Canucks appear to be without Horvat. Green offered a two-
letter assessment when asked after the game if he could provide a 
medical update: “No.” But it looked serious as Horvat, standing in front of 
the net, was drilled just below his shin guard by teammate Alex Edler’s 
slapshot when it was only 1-0. 

We’ll see what the Canucks can muster over the final 20 games, but if 
the medical science halts their playoff chase, the end point of 
Vancouver’s attempt to make the Stanley Cup tournament may well be 
the quick sequence of events early in Monday’s third period. 

A minute after Horvat somehow pushed himself on one leg back to the 
bench – a couple of players at the Winnipeg bench reached out with their 
sticks to help propel their wounded opponent off the ice – the Jets 
doubled their lead when Adam Lowry’s attempted centring pass caromed 
off Vancouver defenceman Travis Hamonic’s stick and body, arced 
perfectly over Demko and tumbled into the top corner of the net at 2:07 of 
the final period. 

It was the kind of shot you might see if someone were pitching horse 
shoes. Blindfolded. 

“I knew it went up in the air,” Demko said when asked about trying to 
locate the puck. “Most times that puck just goes over the net. Or 
something.” 

Three minutes after that, Canucks defenceman Jordie Benn drifted a 
wrist shot from the point past traffic and Hellebuyck only to ping the 
crossbar. Two minutes later, Adam Gaudette hit the post. Vancouver 
struck iron four times in the game. 

The Canucks need all the luck they can get, and on Monday they had 
none. 

“I was talking to the team after the game,” Green told reporters. 
“Sometimes when you lose 4-0, it can give you a different kind of feeling 
after the game. That's a good hockey team over there and obviously 
we've got some guys out. But I really thought our guys stuck with it. I'm 
not sitting here saying we outplayed the other team and we deserved a 
better fate. But I am saying that it didn't feel like a 4-0 game and I liked a 
lot of things in our game.” 

But the Canucks are now missing two paramount pieces from their game. 
Top-six winger Tanner Pearson is also out four weeks with an ankle 
injury. 

“Obviously, it's not something that you want to deal with,” Demko said of 
the injuries. “But at the end of the day, it's part of what's going to happen 
to teams. Whoever's ready to go, they've got to step in and we’ve got to 
go about our business the same way and prepare to win.” 

Minor-league call-up Tyler Graovac, whose last NHL game was Dec. 1, 
2019, dressed as Sutter’s replacement on Monday and played nine 
minutes, registering no shot attempts, no hits and went 0-6 on faceoffs. 

Beagle was able to skate with the Canucks in a non-contact jersey 
Monday morning and may be able to play centre on Wednesday. It’s 
unclear who the next man up is at that position if none of Beagle, Sutter 
and Horvat can play. Pettersson remains on long-term injured reserve 
and won’t return until at least the end of the Canucks’ schedule break on 
March 31. 
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“It sucks to lose all of our centres at this point,” Miller said. “But this stuff 
happens. Guys are going to get an opportunity and we need guys to step 
up.” 
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TSN.CA / High-flying Hyman’s work ethic impresses Leafs teammates 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
held a skills practice on Monday at the Ford Performance Centre ahead 
of Thursday night’s game against the Ottawa Senators. 

Gritty winger Zach Hyman scored in the second period on Saturday night 
against the Calgary Flames to give Toronto its first multi-goal lead since 
March 3 when they completed a sweep of the Edmonton Oilers. For a 
Leafs team looking for a slump-busting win, it seemed to be a moment of 
catharsis. 

"I had some speed on the defender [Juuso Valimaki] so tried to take it 
wide on him and when I couldn't take it to the net I used the back of the 
net to create a buffer," Hyman said. "When I came around I just wanted 
to get it on net, get it up high. I got it on net and then my momentum 
carried me to the bench." 

Hyman snuck the puck past Flames goalie David Rittich, who has been a 
thorn in Toronto's side this season with a .962 save percentage in three 
games against the Leafs.  

Hyman and Wayne Simmonds, two of the guys who bring the most 
energy on a night-to-night basis, then slapped gloves with authority.  

"Simmer was there and it was fun to celebrate with him," Hyman said. 
"You don't often get to celebrate with the bench, but that was kind of a 
play where my momentum carried me to the blueline and in the second 
period the bench is right there." 

Everyone was all smiles even William Nylander, who was standing 
beside Simmonds with his hand up waiting for a high five that never 
came.  

"I was like this," Nylander said with a chuckle while raising his hand to 
recreate the moment. "Whatever. I was fired up. It was a great goal. He 
took it to the net and curled up and scored a big goal for us. We needed 
that win and that made it even harder for Calgary to push back. Next time 
I'll let him know that I'm there for a high five so he'll give it to me." 

The way things are going, Nylander should have plenty more chances to 
celebrate with his old Marlies teammate. Hyman is now up to seven 
goals in the last 11 games.  

"He's a guy who competes every night," said defenceman Morgan Rielly. 
"That's what his career's been based around. That's extremely valuable 
and his teammates really notice that. He and Wayne had their high five 
and it's a cool little moment. He's a guy that teammates can rally around 
because of his work ethic and how he plays." 

"He works so hard," said Jack Campbell, who posted a 31-save shutout. 
"I think everybody in the world knows that. He led again with his work 
ethic and got rewarded on the scoreboard." 

Hyman has bounced around the lineup while providing the same 
consistent effort. On Saturday, he started with Pierre Engvall and Ilya 
Mikheyev and finished with a game-high six shots. 

"He's been great," said Engvall. "So hard on the puck and the way he 
skates with it makes it hard for the opponent." 

Sheldon Keefe, who challenged Hyman to carry the puck more this 
season, considered putting the 28-year-old back with Auston Matthews 
and Mitch Marner on the top line prior to puck drop.  

"I thought about putting Hyman back in that spot, but really liked the 
ability to have him playing lower in the lineup and just what that does for 
our depth," the coach explained.  

"Listen, we have so many great players," Hyman said, "and I'm used to 
playing with almost everyone. It's nice to get moved around and play with 
different guys. We had all four lines rolling and everyone was 
contributing." 

With Hyman's goal providing some insurance, the Leafs played 
confidently down the stretch earning their first regulation win since March 
3 in Edmonton.   

"We were playing with a lot more urgency," Hyman said. "We were 
blocking more shots, getting in lanes and just making it hard on their 
guys to get quality chances on the inside. Just a great team win."  

Hyman electrifies bench with big goal, but leaves Nylander hanging 

Zach Hyman scored a beautiful wraparound goal against the Flames 
Saturday night and shared his celebration with his teammates on the 
bench, however William Nylander was unfortunately left hanging for a 
high five. Nylander says next time he will let Hyman know he's there and 
ready for a high five. 

In explaining Saturday's line shuffling, Keefe said he wanted to keep Alex 
Galchenyuk with John Tavares and Nylander. He felt that trio had 
performed well the night before. 

Galchenyuk, acquired in a trade with Carolina on Feb. 15, rewarded that 
faith by picking up the secondary assist on Hyman’s goal. 

"Great play in the neutral zone by Gally to get it to Johnny," Hyman 
pointed out.  

Nylander feels the chemistry is building with Galchenyuk. The pair 
actually ran into each other by chance when Galchenyuk was in the 
middle of a stint in the American Hockey League.  

"I was out for a walk and we were talking for an hour," Nylander revealed. 
"I had never really met the guy. Very nice guy. Obviously, wants to be 
here and works really hard out there. He's been great his first two 
games." 

Nylander on chemistry with Galchenyuk, sweatpants style during COVID 

Despite being coined with the nickname 'Willie Styles' by Joe Thornton, 
William Nylander is downplaying his fashion sense, saying he has relied 
on sweats and hoodies lately. Nylander also spoke about how he met 
Alex Galchenyuk and how he wants to build chemistry with his linemate. 

Galchenyuk's emergence made Jimmy Vesey and Travis Boyd 
expendable. The Leafs lost both forwards on waivers to the Vancouver 
Canucks in the last week.  

"You don't want to lose these guys," Keefe acknowledged. "The system 
is what it is and the salary cap is what it is. You have to manage that 
well. We added a piece like Galchenyuk, who has the flexibility to move 
on and off of the roster. We were trying to create similar situations, with 
Simmonds coming back healthy, with Vesey and Boyd. It is what it is. It 
gives players like them opportunities to go to teams that have needs. In 
this case, Vancouver has been dealing with lots of injuries there. These 
guys will go there and get a good chance." 

Boyd posted eight points in 20 games with the Leafs, but was bumped 
from the lineup when Simmonds returned from a broken wrist on Friday.  

“He has played well here in the opportunities he was given," Keefe said. 
"We would've liked to have kept him — and certainly, the depth is nice to 
have — but we feel like we have lots of other guys. We mentioned 
Galchenyuk, but there are a number of others that are on the taxi squad 
or with the Marlies that we feel good about too." 
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Canucks claim Boyd off waivers from Leafs 

The Canucks have claimed forward Travis Boyd off waivers from the 
Maple Leafs, and while coach Travis Green wasn't sure as to when Boyd 
could officially join the team, he is excited to speak with him, and figure 
out what roles he can play as a Canuck. 

Frederik Andersen missed practice on Monday and is also expected to 
be absent on Tuesday as he deals with a nagging lower-body injury.  

"It is the same thing he missed time for previously. Nothing new," said 
Keefe. "I don't have any real update on him other than to say he is day-
to-day." 

Andersen missed four games in late February and early March due to the 
injury. He won five of seven starts before getting hurt and has dropped 
five of seven decisions since returning. He wasn't available to dress on 
Saturday.  

Campbell, who returned from a leg injury on Saturday, has never started 
more than 26 games in any NHL season. What sort of adjustment is he 
facing if he plays more moving forward?  

"It is not a huge one given that, through most of their lives, they are used 
to playing a lot," said Keefe. "But when it comes to this level, and you are 
not used to playing or haven't played as much, it is different in terms of 
how you manage it mentally and physically. Add in the fact that he has 
been a guy who has been fighting injuries this season and that is a whole 
other side of it. We have to manage that well. Giving him an additional 
day off of the ice today is part of that." 

Campbell was held off the ice on Monday to get some extra rest, but after 
Saturday's game the 29-year-old made it clear he was feeling fine.  

"I felt really confident coming in," he said. "I've done a good job preparing 
and a lot of that is [goalie coach] Stevie Briere, talking with Fred and 
Hutch [Michael Hutchinson] gets me ready, picking their brains to stay 
sharp." 

Campbell initially hurt his leg on Jan. 24 in Calgary. He aggravated the 
issue in his return to the lineup on Feb. 27 in Edmonton. He's only started 
four games, but been excellent this season allowing just four goals.   

With Andersen still hurting, is Campbell ready for string of starts? 

Jack Campbell had a rest day Monday as the Maple Leafs are monitoring 
his workload following his injuries while Frederik Andersen was kept off 
the ice as he remains day-to-day with his lower-body injury. With an 
expected increase in workload ahead for Campbell, head coach Sheldon 
Keefe spoke about the adjustment his goaltender will have to make with 
more game action. 

During a question-and-answer session with Aeroplan members on 
Sunday, Keefe pointed out that the Leafs prioritized improving the team's 
spirit during the off-season leading to the addition of veterans like Joe 
Thornton, Simmonds and Zach Bogosian.  

"I wholeheartedly believe the best teams are the ones where the players 
really do embody the things you want to be about as an organization," 
Keefe said. "That's why we felt we needed to grow and get more leaders 
and have, essentially, a team of leaders rather than relying on a small 
group of individuals to be that. I think the spirit of the team is so important 
when we're in a draft and salary cap system in the NHL and the parity in 
the league is so tight and it's so competitive. The spirit of the team really 
does make a difference and that's an area where we really wanted to 
grow in and I've been really encouraged with what we've had." 

Marner and Matthews, the team's leaders in ice time among forwards, 
also stayed off the ice on Monday. But Marner still made an impact 
arranging for lunch to be delivered from The Burger's Priest.  

"They were great," Nylander said of the burgers. "Thanks to Mitchy. 
Shout out to Mitchy for getting those for us." 

The team held a skills practice on Monday with forwards on one pad and 
defencemen on the other working alongside coaches and the 
development staff.  

"Get the feet moving, get some puck touches," said Engvall of the focus. 
"We practised cutbacks today so that's a thing to get better at. 

Toronto is in the middle of the quietest part of their schedule with two 
games in a 10-day period. They had four days between games last week 
and will experience that same four-day break leading into Thursday's 
game in Ottawa.  

"You get almost a bit of anxiousness," said Rielly. "You want to go out 
and play. You watch other teams go out and play and the standings are 
moving and you're at home not really doing much. You have that feeling 
that you want to go compete and play." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Marner supplies the burgers after skills practice 

The Maple Leafs are in the midst of their quietest portion of their season 
and Monday's practice was concentrated on skills and according to 
Pierre Engvall, it was a good opportunity to get the feet moving. Mitch 
Marner rewarded his teammates with a little treat afterwards. Mark 
Masters has more. 

Players on the ice at the Leafs skills practice:  

Forwards 

Alexander Barabanov 

Pierre Engvall 

Alex Galchenyuk  

Zach Hyman  

Alex Kerfoot  

Ilya Mikheyev 

William Nylander  

Nic Petan  

Wayne Simmonds   

Jason Spezza  

John Tavares  

Joe Thornton  

Defence 

Zach Bogosian  

T.J. Brodie  

Travis Dermott  

Timothy Liljegren 

Martin Marincin  

Morgan Rielly 

Goalies 

Michael Hutchinson  

Ian Scott 
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TSN.CA / ‘Canes GM Waddell: Hamilton extension talks tabled 
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By Frank Seravalli 

 

Don Waddell was ready to hang up his skates. He began a portable toilet 
business (yes, seriously) after injury shortened his seventh minor-league 
season, when a call from Flint Spirits coach Rick Dudley sucked him 
back in again. 

Dudley wanted to know if Waddell was willing to come back for one final 
season as a player-coach in the IHL. 

The portable toilet business was put on hold. His sister took over and 
helped run it, with the company slogan: “Your s#*$ is my bread and 
butter,” while Waddell’s hockey life resumed. 

Flash forward to Saturday night, which marked Waddell’s 1,000th career 
NHL regular season game as a general manager. Quite an 
accomplishment for the 62-year-old hockey lifer who appeared in exactly 
one NHL game as a player. 

His recommendation for anyone in the portable toilet business applies 
during a global pandemic: “Wash your hands,” Waddell said, laughing. 

“I always tell people all the time, it doesn’t matter what your business: 
enjoy what you’re doing, whenever you’re doing it,” Waddell said on 
Saturday, when asked about his start in business. “Because you’re 
probably not going to be doing it for a lifetime, but if you put your time in 
and commit to something, it could lead to something bigger. That one 
worked out for me.” 

On the DFO Rundown Podcast, Waddell dished about the first period 
shift that ensured he’d never see a second NHL game, being one of the 
last cuts from the 1980 Miracle on Ice team, as well as some newsworthy 
items. 

> Waddell said the Hurricanes and Dougie Hamilton’s camp have agreed 
to table contract discussions until after the season. Hamilton, 27, is in the 
final year of a six-year, $34.5 million deal signed with the Calgary Flames 
in 2015. 

“We’ve had many talks, we talked again last weekend,” Waddell said. 
“You know, Dougie wants to stay here. We’ve talked to him, we love 
Dougie, we want him to stay here. He fits in well with our team, our 
coaches like him.  

“I truly think Dougie wants to stay here. We’ve decided that it would be 
best for both us to just wait until the end of the year, let’s sit down and 
see if we can hammer out a deal, put it on the back-burner so Dougie 
can worry about playing hockey at this point.” 

> Waddell believes the ‘Canes are “getting close” to an extension for 
coach Rod Brind’Amour, who is also in the final year of his deal with the 
team. 

“We’ve had lots of conversations,” Waddell said. “I’ve been with a lot of 
coaches but he’s as focused on coaching as anybody I’ve ever seen. It 
doesn’t matter if we’re not playing for a week, he’s still thinking about 
coaching. 

“Great discussions. We’re getting close, it’s just a matter of time. I’m 99.9 
per cent that Rod will be our coach for this franchise for the upcoming 
years for sure.” 

> On whether Waddell is more aggressive or more willing to tinker with 
his roster at the deadline than most other managers: 

“Yeah, I think so,” Waddell said. “Let’s face it, I have an owner in Tom 
Dundon that is very passionate about the team. He likes to be involved 
and know what’s going on and everything else. We won eight games in a 
row and he wants to know why it’s not nine games. 

“He’s a driver, in a good way. It’s a challenge every day – ‘Who have you 
talked to? What’s going on in the hockey world?’ He wants us to be as 

best as we possibly can. We’re a team that spends to the cap and we’ll 
be at the cap for a long time. He’s committing the dollars, the resources 
that give us the best opportunity, so we have to make sure we’re on top 
of things to make our hockey team better.” 

> On the Hurricanes’ trade deadline wish list: 

“We really like our team. A right-hand shot defenceman, I’ve got to be 
honest, that’s something I’ve asked around about. And then another top 
nine forward, potentially. Easier said than done. As you go through this, 
especially a shortened year, we’ve played one game with our full roster 
and that was opening night.  

“We’re also looking at all of our positions from a depth standpoint. Is 
there some guys out there that we can maybe just take the money 
[contract]? We’re not in the business of trading too many assets, we did 
that last year at the deadline. Right-shot defenceman, top-nine forward, 
and potentially some depth – that’s what we’re looking for.” 

> On his most satisfying trade as a general manager: 

“It wasn’t a big trade, but trading Ray Ferraro [to St. Louis in 2002]. Ray 
was a big part of our team there [in Atlanta] and he was getting toward 
the end of his career. I went and talked to him and said ‘Ray, do you 
want to go some place?’ And he really did, and he told me which team, 
and I was fortunate to be able to work it out. A lot of times you feel bad 
about doing things [making trades], but that was one I felt really good 
about.” 

> On what it’s like trading with other general managers: 

“I always joke that there’s a few guys over the years that if you called 
them and offered them a first-round pick for a third-round pick, they’d 
have to tell you that they’ll get back to you. 

“You have to know what you want. Everybody is worried, we all are, 
about what you’re giving up. But I always say, if you’re after a player, 
don’t worry about what you’re giving up as much as what you’re getting. 
If you’re getting someone that really helps your hockey team, if 
everybody is on-board, just go get it done.” 
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